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THE 1977 ANNUAL CONFERENCE 
The 1977 Annual Conference will take place at the Institute of Education, London University (20 Bedford Way, 
London WC1) from 25 - 28 March. Papers will be read on the first and second days of the conference, the third 
day will be devoted to the Annual General Meeting and meetings of professional groups, and the fourth day to 
visits to collections. Receptions will be held at the British Museum on the 25th and at the Courtauld Institute on 
the 26th. 

The papers will be in three sections: taste, design, period studies. On the first day a single topic from each will 
be discussed, followed on the second day by further topics in each area with the addition of an open section for 
this day only. Below is an outline plan of the Conference; full details of the papers, visits, entertainments and arrange
ments for accommodation (in University halls of residence) will appear in the next issue of the Bulletin, to be 
published early in February. In view of the range of activities planned it is necessary to charge a conference fee of 
£5 for the academic programme, receptions, tea and coffee. Payment would be welcomed now, but will be required 
when the booking form, which will be enclosed with the next Bulletin, is completed; a special reduction for students 
will be announced. 

Prospective contributors to the academic programme are asked to get in touch with the appropriate section 
organisers, whose names are listed below, as soon as possible. Other enquiries should be made to the Conference organ
iser, William Vaughan, Department of Art History, University College, Gower Street, London WC1. 
Friday, 25 March. 
TASTE. Topic: the History of Taste. Speakers so far arranged: Professor Francis Haskell, Michael Baxandall. 
Organiser: William Vaughan (address above). 
DESIGN. Topic: the Status of the Applied Arts. Speaker so far arranged: Gillian Naylor. Organiser: Bridget 
Wilkins, Department of the History of Art, Middlesex Polytechnic, Crouch End Hill, London N8. 
PERIOD STUDIES. Topic: Medieval. Organiser: Nigel Morgan, Westfield College, Kidderpore Avenue, London 
NW3. 
In the morning a combined meeting will be held in which one paper from each section will be read. In the afternoon 
the sections will be separated and three papers will be read in each section. 
Saturday, 26 March. 
TASTE. Topic 1: Concepts of Style. Organiser: Dr George Henderson, Department of History of Art, 1 Scroope 
Terrace, Cambridge. Topic 2: Sculpture - A Poor Relation? Speakers so far arranged: J. H. Field, Anthony 
Radcliffe, Dr Stuart Fleming, Bruce Boucher, Eric Stanford, Peter Burman. Organiser: Charles Avery, Depart
ment of Architecture and Sculpture, Victoria and Albert Museum, London SW7. Topic 3 : Erotic art. Speakers so far arranged: Professor P. Rawson, Simon Wilson, Robert Short. Organiser: Peter Webb, Department of the 
History of Art, Middlesex Polytechnic, Crouch End Hill, London N8. 
DESIGN. Topic 1: London Architecture and Planning. Speakers so far arranged: Sir John Summerson, Dr A. 
Cooke. Organiser: John Newman, Courtauld Institute, 20 Portman Square, London W l . Topic 2: Ceramics. Speakers so far arranged: Pietro Raffo, B. Tattersall. Organiser: Flavia Petrie, Department of Art History, North 
Staffordshire Polytechnic, College Road, Stoke-on-Trent. Topic 3 : Art and/or Photography. Speaker so far arranged: Colin Ford. Organiser: Alastair Smith, National Gallery, London WC2. 
PERIOD STUDIES. Topic 1: Links between Flanders and Italy in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. Organiser: 
Francis Ames-Lewis, Department of History of Art, Birkbeck College, Malet Street, London WC1. Topic 2: Art 
and Theory in the late eighteenth century. Speakers so far arranged: Dr David Bindman, Alex Potts. Organiser: 
William Vaughan, University College, Gower Street, London WC1. Topic 3 : British Art 1880- 1900. Speakers so far arranged: Anna Gruetzner, Margaret Macdonald. Organiser: Kenneth McKonkey, History of Art Depart
ment, Newcastle upon Tyne Polytechnic, Squires Building, Sandyford Road, Newcastle upon Tyne. 
OPEN SECTION. Organiser: Dr David Davies, University College, London. Speaker so far arranged: Dr Helen 
Rosenau. 
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Sunday, 27 March. 
Annual General Meeting; meetings of Professional Groups. 
Monday, 28 March. 
Visits to London museums, art galleries and collections, including: Victoria and Albert Museum, British Museum, 
Tate Gallery, Colnaghi's, ICA, Gallery Georges, National Maritime Museum, William Morris Museum, Courtauld 
Institute-Department of Technology, Christie's, Wallace Collection, Heim Gallery, David Bull (restorer), Agnew's, 
John Hargave (restorer), Royal Academy, Arts Council. 

ABSTRACTS OF PAPERS GIVEN AT THE GLASGOW CONFERENCE, MARCH 1976 
Mary Alexander: "The Sculptural Sources of Fra Angelico's Linaiuoli Tabernacle." 
The importance of sculpture to the stylistic development of Fra Angelico is evident from an analysis of identifiable 
sculptural sources found in his early works. One example is the Linaiuoli Tabernacle, commissioned in 1433 
(marble frame by Ghiberti workshop, painted triptych by Fra Angelico). The inspiration for this immense taber
nacle (5-28 m x 2-69 m) is derived from the central portal on the facade of the Florentine Duomo. The sculptural 
appearance of Angelico's external shutter figures, SS. Peter and Mark, who stand against dark grounds and whose 
bulk and breadth is unprecedented in the artist's earlier work, should be compared with statuettes, now in the 
Museo dell'Opera del Duomo, by Piero di Giovanni Tedesco (commissioned in 1387). These then stood in niches in 
the lateral embrasures of the portal. Compare Angelico's St. Mark with Piero's writing evangelist figure. Compare 
also Angelico's St. John Baptist figure with Andrea Pisano's in the Presentation of Christ scene on the Baptistery 
door. In both cases Angelico adopted the stance, gesture and drapery pattern of his models but gothic details are 
eliminated. Angelico's arrangement of full length musical angels on the tabernacle arch is intended to emulate the 
architectural tiered arrangement of figures in the voussoirs of a portal. I t is significant that the projecting arch of the 
Duomo portal contained musical angels (now in the Museo Dell'Opera) whose context was adapted by Angelico for 
the Linaiuoli arch. 

Angelico frequently borrows a sculptural motif in its architectural context in this way, another striking 
example being the canopied throne in the Frankfurt Madonna which is directly copied from Simone Talenti's 
baldaquino over the Medici e Speziali niche at Orsanmichele. 

Keith Andrews: "The problem of the Elsheimer gouache drawings" 
in this catalogue of Elsheimer's drawings, Die Zeichnungen Adam Elsheimers (Berlin 1966), Hans Mohle stated 
(p.44) that the 22 landscape gouaches 'belong to the most beautiful that Elsheimer created, and in my opinion also 
to the most certain and secure part of his oeuvre'. The essence of the paper was to refute this statement. None of 
the gouaches is signed or dated, nor can any watermarks be detected on them; Elsheimer's name cannot be con
nected with any of them before the late eighteenth century; the drawings which Mohle considers a homogeneous 
group cannot be by one hand; not all the drawings are in fact gouaches: Leningrad and Count Seilern's (Mohle 68 
and 63). The tradition of gouache drawing is mainly Netherlandish (Grimmer, Valckenburgh family, Bol) and it was 
argued in the paper that all the 22 landscape drawings are in fact Dutch, but dating 50-60 years after Elsheimer's 
death. The one at Rennes (M.53) contains the typical Dutch hay-stack; on the British Museum drawing (M.60) 
Prof, van Gelder has deciphered the signature of the Rembrandt pupil Pieter de With, and M.61 may also be by 
him. M.62 has been attributed to Philips de Koninck. The Edinburgh sheet (M.57) bears the signature BATTEM 
(ie Gerrit van Batten c 1636-84) which has not been taken seriously because of the predominance of his rather 
stridently coloured genre gouaches. However, other - probably earlier - gouache drawings, to which his name has 
been attached show a more sensitive artist, so that it is likely that some of the best among this group are by him, 
including the most famous: M.46-48. But there are drawings in gouache by Elsheimer, but these are chiefly 
figurative M.36, 37,44 and 45. 

Tim Benton: "Cast Iron Street Furniture". 
Nineteenth-century cast iron street furniture provides an example of a genuinely popular art combining in a para
doxical fashion, the apparent qualities of standardisation and individualism. Cast iron as a material lends itself to 
any detail which can be moulded into it, at virtually no extra expense, and often to functional advantage. 

To nineteenth-century critics, following Pugin and Ruskin, cast iron presented a serious problem, because the 
material appeared falsely to imitate wrought iron, stone or wood. But nowadays, the very eclecticism of the sources 
of cast iron decorative motifs provides a key to the pleasure we derive from it. The effort to study pattern according 
to the abstract rules of geometric form, typical of books like Ralph Wornum's The Characteristics of Style, or 
Owen Jones's Grammar of Ornament (and the whole South Kensington movement), provided cast iron designers 
with a sufficiently wide range for every purpose. Instead of worrying about whether or not a delicate cast iron 
balcony support is a crude imitation of a stone column, we are more able to distinguish the particular qualities of 
cast iron alone. And, as for Pugin's and Ruskin's distaste for mass production and repetition, we can distinguish 
between the frequently shoddy type of mass production characteristic of wood carving machinery or stamped 
metal bedsteads and the fine quality often present in iron castings. 

Many cast iron objects can genuinely be interpreted as 'ornament constructed' rather than 'construction 
ornamented'. But is should be possible to understand them better than Pugin did. What is needed is a detailed study 
of nineteenth-century ornament, not only from the iconographical point of view, but also in terms of design theory 
and practical application, to see what people really thought about cast iron in street furniture and buildings. 

Roger Billcliffe: "Mackintosh's Furniture Designs after 1900". 
Although Mackintosh was primarily an architect he considered his furniture and interior design work of equal 
importance. His intention was to control the smallest detail of the appearance of a building, both inside and out, 
but only in a few commissions was this possible. He was not an Arts and Crafts disciple, however, and the way his 
furniture was made took second place to its appearance; although he did cultivate a strong working relationship 
with his chosen craftsmen as his designs evolved in three dimensions rather than being accurately worked out on 
paper. 

After 1899 geometric forms began to replace the organic motifs used in the earlier and better known designs. 
The square, first used as an inlay or cut-out, eventually dictated the shape of his pieces, the sections of timber used 
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and the structure of certain designs, like tables and chairs. The wood, usually stained before 1899, then often 
painted white, is after 1904 usually painted black. The influence of Mackintosh's work on the Viennese designers is 
reciprocated in his work in Northampton from 1915-18. The square dominates this furniture, but the black and 
white chequer work, the clock for the guest bedroom at Derngate, and the guest bedroom furniture with its 
perimeter chequered stencilling, all have obvious Viennese sources which had been illustrated in recent issues of 
The Studio and its Yearbook of Decorative Art. 
Brian Blench: "Spanish Glass in Glasgow Museums and Art Galleries". 
Among the extensive glass collections of Glasgow Museums and Art Galleries, one of the most significant groups 
is that of Spanish glass. Purchased in 1897 from Emilia G. de Riano, widow of the vendor of the collection in the 
Victoria and Albert Museum, Juan de Riano, the collection numbers over 100 items and is thus one of the largest in 
the world outside Spain. Spain's peripheral position on the continent of Europe is illustrated in the development of 
her art; while often reflecting developments in other countries, Spanish glass retains a marked degree of individu
ality particularly in examples from Southern provinces, as well as forms and decoration found nowhere else in 
Europe. 

These southern Spanish products are well represented in the collection with vases, flasks, and bottles from 
Maria, and Granada in Andalucia, dating from the sixteenth to nineteenth centuries. Surprisingly little glass is 
from Castilla, though there is a fine holy water stoup from Cadalso. The largest group is from Ca ta luna -
including an interesting series of specifically Spanish forms - cantirs, porons and almorratxas. From Mataro there 
are two fine pairs of candlesticks. The Royal factory of La Granja de San Ildefonso is well represented with both 
fire-gilt decanters and vases, facon de Venise and milk glass. Perhaps the most important single item in the collection 
is the large beaker engraved with the arms of the Duke of Medinaceli, probably by Laurence Eder - the pair to 
which is in the Museo Arqueologico Nacional, Madrid. 
Alan Bowness: The Royal Academy Summer Exhibition of 1850. 
The speaker suggested that a search for new approaches to the study of Victorian art might bring rewards. For 
example, a statistical approach to the Royal Academy's Summer Exhibition of 1850 showed very clearly that, 
among other things: 1. Seventy per cent of the exhibitors were aged between twenty-five and forty, indicating 
that the Academy was the place where one tried to make one's reputation. 2. Most of the older exhibitors were 
RAs and ARAs. They had normally been elected ARA in their early thirties, and could expect to be full RAs 
by the time they were forty. 3. Most artistic careers were short. After a few years many artists gave up and retired 
to teaching and administration. 4. Most of the exhibitors showed only a single work, and landscape and portraits 
far outnumbered subject painting. 5. Ninety per cent of the artists lived in or close to London. 
Patricia Campbell: " 'The Gentle Shepherd': the development of a pastoral ideal". 
The variety of illustrative interpretations of Allan Ramsay's poem "The Gentle Shepherd" shows some links 
between the ideas of Scottish artists and writers in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. The 'National Pastoral' 
is set against a background of the Jacobite troubles and has a romantic theme strengthened by a strong comedy 
line. 

The best known edition of the poem is the 1788 Foulis Press one, where a series of aquatints by David Allan 
attempt to preserve the costume as nearly as possible of Lowland Scots of Ramsay's time. Both painters and 
writers were concerned with recording for posterity the fast disappearing habits, dialects, manners and feelings of 
the rural Scots. Although Allan's direct, naive drawings are questionable as historical records, they do reflect the 
vernacular qualities of the text and have found wide acceptance as definitive imagery of particular Scottish character 
types. 

From the eighteenth-century taste for truth and 'simplicity' developed the idea that literature and painting 
were at their most romantic when they had a foundation in fact. The 1808 Newhall edition of Ramsay's works 
attempted to establish the exact geographical setting of "The Gentle Shepherd" by including engravings of 
specific locations from the Carlops area. Many eminent Scottish artists illustrated the poem in the nineteenth 
century, and it is still performed as a play. Its popularity perhaps depends on the recognisably Scottish text which 
helps to establish a distinctive national identity, and on the Allan drawings which evoke, if inaccurately, a lost, 
pre-industrial way of life. 
Richard Cocke: "Veronese and the Counter-Reformation". 
Veronese's interest in the older tradition of Venetian painting coincides with that of his most dintinguished patron, 
Daniele Barbaro, who in a manuscript of his Perspettiva praised paintings by Giovanni Bellini and Mantegna. 
Another side of Veronese's art is revealed by a comparison of the main altar of S. Sebastiano of cl562, 
with its model, the Titian school altar from S. Nicolo (now in the Vatican Galleries): although in shadow 
the saints gaze at the heavenly apparition of the Virgin and Child in a way that (in the words of the decree of the 
council of Trent of 1563) emphasizes that the veneration of saints was not idolatorous 'but good and useful, 
because their intercession is effective through Christ'. This is especially true of the Martyrdom of St George of 1566 
where the emphasis on the saint's prayer and on the appearance of the heavenly vision departs from the iconography 
of the subject (Altichiero, Padua) and contrasts with the violence usual in the depiction of martyrdoms in the 
sixteenth century. As patriarch elect of Aquileia Daniele Barbaro played an important role at the Council of Trent 
and through him Veronese would have been well informed of the Council's resolutions; nothing in his appearance 
before the Inquisition in 1573 invalidates this (unusual) view of Veronese as a religious painter. The outcome was a 
compromise, and Veronese defended the picture (which cannot have been intended as a Last Supper) in terms of its 
decorum. The patriarch of Venice, Giovanni Trevisan, was one of the Venetian dignitaries entitled to attend the 
proceedings of the Inquisition; later in the decade he commissioned the SS. John, Peter and Paul for his altar in the 
Cathedral of Venice, S. Pietro, from Veronese. 
Anthony Coles: "John Heartficld and the technique of photomontage". 
John Heartfield's work must be seen as an attempt to solve the classic dilemma of the Agitprop technique; the 
antagonism between the emotionalism of agitation and the logical analysis necessary for propaganda. The juxta
positions of Heartfield's photomontages are not just between photographic fragments but between those fragments 
and the text and captions within the picture. The pictures agitate. The text supplies the propaganda. Heartfield's 
photomontages are legible not because photographs reflect reality, but because much, if not all, of our present 
reality is photographically based. Between 1930 and 1938 Heartfield contributed 237 of these montages to the 
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magazine Arbeiter lllustrierte Zeitung. Although the circulation figures of this pioneer pictorial magazine are a 
subject of some controversy, there is sound evidence to suggest that the weekly edition seldom dropped below 
70,000 and on some occasions rose to as much as 250,000, for instance at the time of the Reichstag Fire trial. A 
Heartfield original therefore exists in a large edition. His work is thus art for the people - a serious and important 
concept if afforded sufficient respect. His montages are often humorous and always simple. Heartfield manipulated 
imagery and information to reflect and to document the world in which he was living. Intellectually disparate 
fragments are combined to construct the public face of society. This is, of course, something that art has been 
doing for two and a half thousand years. Those artists like Heartfield who portray society's failures are merely less 
numerous that those who portray its imagined successes. 
Joseph Darracott: "Stanley Spencer's Clydeside Paintings" 
Stanley Spencer's nine Clydeside paintings in the Imperial War Museum form the most ambitious group of works 
executed for the War Artists Advisory Committee. Spencer worked on the series from May 1940 to March 1945. 
He was, however, distracted from his commission in 1944 when he began working on the 18 panels of the 
Resurrection series, now in various collections. 

Eight of the Clydeside paintings are long thin compositions between 16 feet and 19 feet in length. The centre 
piece The Furnaces (finished last) is the only one of conventional size (about 5 ft by 4 ft). Spencer's original intention 
was to paint a series of seven panels. He began with Burners, then Welders, both painted on three canvases fitting 
together. After painting Riveters (a single canvas 19 ft long, 2 ft 6 in high) he changed his plan to include a series of 
long canvases to go underneath the original panels; but The Template was the only canvas of this 'predella' series to 
be completed (in May 1942). Bending the Keelplate had been begun in 1941, but proved difficult and was not finished 
until 1943. The last two long panels were Riggers and Plumbers. 

For their permanent exhibition the Imperial War Museum hopes to have a wall about 100 ft long, which would 
take a sequence of 80 ft of canvases in a way close to Spencer's intentions. Meanwhile, more than 140 sheets of 
drawings enable study to be made of Spencer's methods and ideas. 
David Davies: £1 Greco, Neoplatonism and the Spiritual Movement in Spain. 
The presence of a particular book in his library and an inscription on one of his paintings reveal that El Greco's 
handling of light, colour and form reflects a specific philosophical concept - Neoplatonism - which was shared 
by contemporary spiritual writers in Spain. 

Neoplatonism provided the spiritual writers with a philosophical framework with its concept of the subordin
ation of the physical world to the world of the spirit. One of of the most influential Neoplatonic sources to which 
they constantly referred was the Celestial Hierarchy of Pseudo-Dionysius the Areopagite. Its two main concepts 
are the ascent from the physical to the transcendental and that of light metaphysics. This book figures in the 
inventory of El Greco's library and he affirms his belief in its concept of light metaphysics in the inscription on 
his paintings of the View and Plan of Toledo in which he too implies that celestial bodies emit light. 

When El Greco expressed this concept in painting he clearly had recourse to Pseudo-Dionysius' favourite 
symbol for angels: fire. This image of fire was not only cited in artistic theory (eg Lomazzo) but was also common 
in spiritual literature. The brightness of his light and colour is intended to be a reflection of Divine Light which 
will illuminate the mind of the beholder. The ascension from natural forms to celestial beings of superhuman 
scale will enable the soul of the beholder to ascend to God. To El Greco and the spiritual writers life was a dream; 
reality was wholly transcendental. 
Lindsay Errington: "Wilkie's 'Knox Preaching': a failed essay in Romanticism". 
This picture, begun 1821, finished 1832, is a failure. The reasons are interesting and appear to be of two kinds, 
the first personal to Wilkie, the second arising from this type of historical painting. The Scottish artists Carse and 
Allan, early influences on Wilkie, had followed Burns in giving a satirical cast to representations of preaching, and 
early character heads drawn by Wilkie in church reveal a similar attitude. After moving south he shifted towards a 
more serious rendering of Scottish life. A drawing from his 1817 visit to Scotland, and contacts with the preacher 
Chalmers indicate Wilkie's re-awakened interest in the subject of a sermon. Passages from two of Scott's novels may 
have affected him and suggested a historical context for this theme. The oil sketch for Knox shows the influence of 
Rubens' Coronation of Marie de Medici and suggests the mood was to be one of outgoing baroque drama. Recupera
ting abroad after illness Wilkie formed other ideas and finished his picture with reference to Rembrandt 's Woman 
taken in Adultery, but the successive influences of Scottish burlesque, of Rubens' pageantry and Rembrandt 's 
introspection proved mutually incompatible. The second reason for Wilkie's failure concerns presentation of time. 
Scott, whose influence was considerable, had devised elaborately interacting time-states, using prefaces and 
references to oral tradition to distance the historical events described. This system was unavailable to Wilkie whose 
presentation thus lost in subtlety and conviction. 
Erice Fernie: "Reconstructions of Medieval Crossing Towers". 
Visual reconstructions must of their nature be more explicit than written ones. Conversely reconstructions from 
written descriptions are much less definite than those extending a piece of visual evidence, and are unlikely to be of 
any use (eg, the fifth-century church of St. Martin at Tours reconstructed by Quicherat and Conant). 

A ground plan provides a reasonable basis for the reconstruction of the elevation, but more often than not it 
leaves many crucial points in doubt, such as at the fifth-century church of St. Menas in Egypt, where the 'crossing' 
supports are columns like all the other supports. 

That the crossing tower can exercise a strong attraction on someone attempting a reconstruction is exemplified 
by Crosby's work on the Carolingian church at St. Denis. Crosby stuck to a crossing tower despite its being some 
200 years earlier than proven examples, and despite the changing picture provided by increasing archaeological 
evidence in the building itself, suggesting at first a square crossing hard against the apse and, when the west wall of 
the transept was discovered some way to the west, moving the square crossing west and stilting the apse, ignoring 
the evidence for an eastern transept wall in his original reconstruction. The evidence now makes it clear that the 
transept was very deep so that any crossing would have to be oblong (E-W) and is hence improbable to the point of 
impossibility. More likely is a continuous transept after the manner of St. Paul's, Rome. In a similar way the 
St. Gall plan has had massive crossing piers foisted on it by most restorers. 
John Fletcher: "Dendrochronology and some Medieval English Panel Paintings". 
Uncertainties about attributions on stylistic grounds of English medieval panel paintings are being reduced by 
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studies of their oak supports. From measurements of tree-ring widths likely dates within a bracket of 10 - 15 years 
can often be obtained, while paintings can sometimes be linked with a particular workshop by finding that a pair or 
a trio of panels came from adjacent parts of the same tree. 

Of the five religious subjects examined, two - Scenes from the Life of St. Etheldreda (Society of Antiquaries of 
London) and The Annunciation, with the Arms of Abbot Fascet (ex Cotehele) - are each about 20 years later than 
the respective dates, cl425 and cl480, that have been attributed to them. The value of the technique has been 
apparent with the large (8 ft x 4 ft) and much damaged painting, recently identified as The Trinity, that has lain for 
many years unseen in Westminster Abbey. The latest of the annual growth rings found on its five planks was laid 
down in 1402, so with the usual allowances, the painting is likely to belong to the period 1425-35. This covers the 
death (in 1431) of Phillippa, Duchess of York, with whose fine tomb (as its tester) Nicolas MacMichael associates 
the work. 

Evidence gained so far from the oak panels used for the early royal portraits indicates that nine are on English 
wood that was used in the first quarter of the sixteenth century. The Royal Collection includes a companion pair 
{Prince Arthur, Elizabeth of York) of 1501-2 and a companion trio {Henry V, Henry VI, Richard HI) of cl520, 
while three, identical, framed single boards were used from cl 513-23 for portraits, now in different collections, of 
Henry VII, Prince Arthur and Henry VIII. 
Celina Fox: Movements in art and design as reflected in magazine illustration. 
Two factors help to place this subject of enormous scope in perspective. Firstly, in nineteenth-century England 
magazines were rarely in the vanguard of art and design movements or those developments particularly related 
to printing. On the one hand, it was difficult to achieve that unity possible through the collaboration of a single 
author and artist or indeed, to be found in one creative talent. On the other, the most adventurous developments 
in typography were made in 'job' printing. Secondly, technical factors governed production and largley dictated 
the style of magazines from aquatint, lithography and woodengraving to process methods of reproduction. Those 
magazines specifically dealing with art and design topics were more inclined to be in the forefront of stylistic 
innovation - Henry Cole's Journal of Design and Manufacture, the Pre-Raphaelites' Germ and the magazines 
produced by the arts and crafts movement and aestheticism at the end of the century. But the division of labour 
between artists and hack engravers to speed up production on the great majority of illustrated magazines scarcely 
brought out the best in either fine art or manufacturing design for a mass audience. 
Gordon Fyfe: "Painting and Engraving in Victorian England". 
The idea that the central cleavage in the nineteenth-century art world was between an elite corps of academic painters 
and a "tumultuous artistic proletariat" has already been exposed as fallacious (see Daniel M. Fox, "Artists in the 
Modern State: The Nineteenth Century Background" in The Sociology of Art and Literature edited by Milton C. 
Albrecht et al, 1970). The paper focused on social relations between painters and engravers, and argued that the 
real proletariat of the English art world consisted of engravers rather than painters. During the nineteenth century 
engravers played a key role in supplying reproductions of paintings, helping to promote the reputations and 
fortunes of painters, and thus in helping to sustain the fine arts ideology within an expanding art market. It was 
argued that: (1) the relationship between painters and engravers could be viewed as one of aesthetic domination, 
(2) here was a pattern of social stratification with counterparts in other nineteenth-century occupations, (3) it was 
helpful to consider the way in which art institutions, such as the Royal Academy, controlled the public image of 
painters and engravers and thus helped to disseminate a particular concept of the artist. 
G. D. S. Henderson: "Hypothetical models in seventh and eighth-century English art." 
Many early English manuscripts have been shown to reflect lost continental pictorial examplars. The eighth-century 
insular inscriptions added to the miniatures in the Corpus Gospels have been interpreted as reflecting an extensive 
early pictorial cycle, now lost, but also reflected in certain twelfth-century English Bible illustrations. The lecturer 
argued on the one hand that the insular inscriptions had determinable literary antecedents, not necessarily 
pictorial ones (oddities in the vocabulary of the inscriptions pointed in the same direction), and on the other hand 
that the links between the contents of the eighth-century inscriptions and the twelfth-century miniatures were merely 
coincidental, the choice of subjects in the twelfth-century miniatures being characteristic of a period noted for a 
closely literal illustration of scripture. 
Graham Howes: "The religious art of the Victorians - some sociological reflections". 
High status ascribed to religious topics in the formal ('High' to 'Popular') stratification of Victorian pictorial subject 
matter. Reflection of wider cultural stratification. Explicit functions ascribed to it also - including Christianising 
the nation, social control and moral education. Yet in practice both this status and role were severely constrained by 
such factors as a 'secularizing' of beliefs, the non-credibility/intelligibility of traditional Christian narrative and 
symbolism, the association of these with Romanism, and increasing differentiation of subject matter. N o real 
market for religious art. 

Until about 1860, that is. Yet by mid-80s there is strong evidence of a 'boom' in religious subject matter. Why? 
Conventional art-historical explanation (ie the Pre-Raphaelite influence) too simpliste. Problems of historical versus 
sociological explanation. The latter yields four other possibilities. One is a change in the patronage base for original 
paintings; many provincial Nonconformist patrons (why? - affluence, the need for an alternative, private, 'visual' 
aesthetic to balance the unadorned plainness of Bible and Chapel. Compensation or 'the double standard' dualism? 
Sexuality legitimated in religious topics). Also a democratisation of the art market - Art Unions, museums, engrav
ings, photography (eg 'The Light of the World' as a best-selling Protestant icon). Religious art becomes part of 
'popular' culture. Thirdly, adaptation of the genre by artists - subject treatment becomes narrative, not didactic, 
mythological not historical. Finally, there is some evidence of stylistic change - from pietism to mannerism -
possibly analogous to Italian painting between Bellini and Caravaggio. 

In all, a major shift in the role, status, style and content of a specific genre. A complex process involving 
cultural change at several levels. Also one which involves an inverse relationship between a social process (ie, 
secularization) and one of its epiphenomena (ie, religious art). 
David Irwin: "Towards the Picturesque: Scottish landscape painting". 
Two strands run through Scottish landscape painting in the eighteenth century. One is the Italianate or classicising 
ideal, recording real or imaginary scenes of ancient ruins, seen in the work of James Norie, and later in the 
paintings of William Delacour at Yester House, East Lothian, in 1761. The other strand (to which most of the paper 
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was devoted) is the picturesque, based on actual scenes in the Scottish landscape. The work of Charles Steuart was 
the first to be examined, concentrating partly on his Perthshire waterfalls and other local scenes executed in the 
1760s and 1770s for the Duke of Atholl, and partly on his views of the various Scottish and English estates of the 
Earl of Bute. Virtually nothing is known yet about Steuart's career, and two even more obscure artists were then 
briefly mentioned, William Tomkins (whose patrons included the Earl of Fife in the 1760s) and Hugh Irvine, active 
about 1810, painting, for instance, in the Don valley. 

The second half of the paper was devoted to one particular location favoured by artists and travellers in search 
of the picturesque in the last quarter of the eighteenth century and early nineteenth century, although unaccount
ably omitted from Gilpin's Scottish Tour, namely the Falls of Clyde. The three falls painted by Jacob More in the 
early 1770s, probably the first series ever executed of the falls, are an important group of canvases showing his style 
just before he settled in Italy for the rest of his life. Views by Paul Sandby and by Turner were then discussed. The 
paper concluded with quotations from contemporary guidebooks and travellers' accounts (such as John Stoddart, 
Dorothy Wordsworth and William Beattie), which recall not only their authors' varied impressions, but also 
provide valuable information on the now lost picturesque improvements, such as rustic temples and bridges, 
erected throughout the eighteenth century for the benefit of the many tourists. 

David Jeremiah: "Steam, Print and Regularity: Nineteenth-century Industrial Practice and its Domestic 
Consequences". 
The ready accessibility of the opinions and objects contained in the Ar t Journal Catalogue, the much quoted 
contemporary criticism, have created many widely held misconceptions as to the quality and character of mid-
nineteenth-century design. I t must be remembered that most of these highly critical statements came from a vocal, 
and at times misinformed, academic minority. 

Design considered in the context of trade and manufacturing practice suggests some alternative conclusions. 
Two important industries, calico printing and machine-tool making, provide excellent sources for such an 
approach, particularly in relation to policies for achieving accuracy and control in production techniques. Colour 
quality, not pattern, was the important element of design style for the calico-printer, and it was the chemist, 
rather than the artist, who with his experiments on dyes, recipes and substitutes was an increasingly important 
figure. As production techniques changed so did the market. One prominent calico-printer Hargreaves of Broadoak, 
reflected that "printing for the million, instead of the quarter million became the object of printers". Significantly 
also, the available pattern books do not reveal any widespread deteriorations of quality. Engineers, with their 
understanding of methods and value of accurate measurement, were proud of their contributions to these develop
ments. William Fairbairn, a Manchester engineer, could speak in 1861 of everything being done by machine tools 
"with a degree of accuracy which the unaided hand could never accomplish". 

The machine, identified as the villian of the social, economic and aesthetic decline, has never adequately been 
considered for its significant contribution to the accurate and controlled use of materials. 

Martin Kemp: "Boticelli's Kelvingrove Annunciation: Patterns of Instability". 
Although the Annunciation in the Glasgow City Art Gallery was enthusiastically reviewed by Roger Fry in 1919 and 
has been admitted to Botticelli's oeuvre almost without demur, it has never been adequately examined on either 
technical or stylistic grounds. 

No provenance has been established before its bequest to Glasgow in 1854 by Archibald McLellan, though a 
partially legible inscription on the back of the walnut panel suggests that it came from kSan Bernardo (degli 
Uberti?) di Firenze' and had passed through an Italian collection ('Galleria R . . . . i ' or 4P . . . . i ' ) . 

Poor condition and overpainting make stylistic judgements perilous, but careful surface and X-ray analyses 
reveal evidence of a remarkable creative procedure. The vertical alignment of the architecture has been re-arranged 
as many as four times in places, in such a way that the major 'verticals' are tilted significantly away from their 
orthodox alignment. The central pier, most conspicuously, has been progressively inclined to the left, away from 
the vertical underdrawing. The distortions are not planned in an optically precise manner, but are designed to 
participate in the dynamics of the urgent narrative by creating an expressive tension between the main recession, the 
upwards thrust of the architecture and the spiritual impulsion of the angel. Similar design procedures are visible in 
Botticelli's Inferno drawings I X and X, and represent the most radical exploitation of deviant perspective in the 
Renaissance. The Annunciation is a major expression of Botticelli's spiritual disturbance around 1500. 

Michael Kit son: "How did the Artist earn his living?" 
The prices obtained by artists for their pictures are part of the ABC of art history: not very interesting in themselves 
but among the factors which it is important to know if the development of art in a gvien period is to be understood. 

In Britain during the nineteenth century, picture prices remained fairly steady until the late 1820s and then 
began to rise significantly, reaching a peak in the 1870s and 1880s and declining abruptly around 1900. This pattern 
was not a consequence of wider economic trends in the country, which on the whole went in the opposite direction 
so far as prices were concerned, but reflected the growing prestige and popularity of contemporary British art from 
just before the start of Victoria's reign onwards. 

On the other hand, in the years up to this divide, but less so afterwards, there were enormous discrepancies 
between the earnings of the most successful artists, such as West, Lawrence and Wilkie, and the least successful, 
who included Blake. Patronage, above all royal patronage, membership of the Royal Academy and sheer luck 
counted for more than talent, seen from the viewpoint of today. Hardly any artists could yet depend solely on 
Royal Academy sales, and those who did not enjoy adequate patronage adopted expedients, like working for 
engravers or holding one-man or one-picture exhibitions (which themselves were a chancy business) to finance 
their more personal work. But precisely because their was no apparent connection between aesthetic quality and 
economic reward, except in portraiture, this was a period in which genius could flourish. With the more favourable 
conditions that set in around 1830, it became more possible for an artist of average ability to predict the kind of 
work that would sell and adjust his style accordingly. Thus the higher prices of the Victorian age were conducive to 
mediocrity. 

Henry Ley: "The Paintings Queen Christina left behind". 
Although Queen Christina's artistic value-judgements are idiosyncratic, they reflect facets of taste of the High 
Baroque era. When she abdicated in 1654 to live in Rome, she was confronted with a choice: which paintings to 
reject and which to take with her. Her principles of selection, however, were defined as early as 1649, when she 
stated that out of the wide range of items looted in Prague she only considered 30-40 originals by Italian Masters 
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worth retaining. A whole Gallery representative of German and Netherlandish Art which included works by 
Holbein the Elder, Cranach, Gossaert, Jan Massys and Pieter Bruegel, was rejected by her. But other Northern 
cognescenti shared this prejudice to some extent. 

She also decried highly stylized modes of representation both in Art and Literature and did not respond to the 
great Florentine Mannerists. Titian, Veronese and Coreggio absorbed her admiration, and of contemporaries 
Rubens, van Dyck and especially Bernini; but she displayed no understanding of Rembrandt, Poussin, Claude nor 
of the whole Dutch School of the seventeenth century. 

Mantegna and Giovanni Bellini were avidly collected by seventeenth-century connoisseurs, but again paintings 
prior to the High Renaissance were alien to her. Bellori guided her towards some appreciation of Raphael, but of 
pictures attributed to him only an early predella has stood the test of modern attribution. Thus, through the 
limitations of her taste, Christina's importance as an art collector remains ambivalent. 
J. Duncan Macmillan: "The subject of Alexander Runciman's paintings at Penicuik House". 
Alexander Runciman painted two ceilings at Penicuik House between June and November 1772, those of the great 
hall and an adjacent staircase. He had returned to Edinburgh the previous year after four years in Rome. In Rome 
he was an admirer of Gavin Hamilton and a close friend of James Barry, and under their influence he had planned to 
decorate the hall with scenes from the life of Achilles and the staircase with scenes from the story of Dido. Back in 
Edinburgh he abandoned this project in favour of scenes from Ossian and from the life of St Margaret of Scotland. 
The national sentiment implied in this change was consistent with the renewed influence of his friends in Edinburgh 
whose interest in Scottish history and antiquities he had shared before he left Edinburgh for Rome. After the 
subject the most important evidence of a change in inspiration is in his use of landscape as an integral part of his 
dramatic compositions which has no precedent in his Roman subject work. It was argued in this paper that this 
reflects ideas about nature and national identity that can be closely paralleled in the poetry of his close friend 
Robert Fergusson, the foremost vernacular poet before Burns. The analogy between the work of poet and painter 
suggests that Runciman in his paintings at Penicuik married the neoclassical ideas that he had learnt in Rome with 
more romantic ideas about national cultural values that are more usually associated with literature than painting. 
John Maddison: A fourteenth-century master mason working in the County Palatine of Chester. 
The paper was intended to show, through the works of one Cheshire mason active in the second half of the 
fourteenth century, that the royal status of the county and its strategic importance in the construction and main
tenance of the King's castles in Wales made it particularly receptive to the architectural ideas of Court masons 
working in the South-East. An analysis of moulding profiles and other details suggested that the mason in question 
was responsible for three major buildings - the south transept of Chester cathedral, the ruined eastern chapels of 
St. John's Chester as well as the north transept, chancel and crossing tower of Nantwich church. 

The master probably originated in Yorkshire since his buildings had many details in common with earlier 
fourteenth century churches at Hull and Beverley. At Nantwich, however, the latest of his works, (consecrated in 
1405) he was clearly made aware of contemporary developments at Canterbury cathedral. The elaborate lierne 
vault and large ogee window gables of the chancel and the octagonal crossing tower at Nantwich could all be 
closely related to the nave vault, cloister windows and remodelled twelfth-century lavatory tower at Canterbury 
(works undertaken during the period 1390-1411). 

The most likely explanation of this rapid transfer of ideas was to be found in Cheshire's affiliation to the Crown 
and the presence in the area of royal masons. 
Andrew Martindale: The original setting of Mantegna's 'Triumphs of Caesar'. 
There has been much speculation on this subject, it being normally concluded that the Triumphs were intended 
for the Castello at Mantua. Consideration of the paintings themselves, especially of their even lighting, suggests 
that they were intended to be hung in a straight line. This would exclude any site in the Castello, and, in the 
present state of knowledge, the gallery called the Corridoio del Passerino in the State Apartments of the Palazzo 
del Capitano is the most likely original site. The Mantuan archives provide information about the fifteenth-
century importance of this area of the palace (Corte). Other information (drawings, archives, the paintings them
selves) can be adduced to suggest the height at which the Triumphs were hung, the character and profile of the 
pilasters which divided the canvases and the information that they were grouped in threes. It also seems likely 
on iconographical and topographical grounds that the series was never completed; and there are strong reasons 
for supposing that it may have been begun under the Marchese Lodovico (+1478) and have been abandoned 
some time after 1492. 
John Onians: S. Sebastiano at Mantua: a reconstruction of a reconstruction. 
Wittkower's reconstruction of the facade of S. Sebastiano at Mantua is almost as well known as the building itself. 
It appeals for the same reason that Wittkower invented it, because it looks like an ancient temple, as the real 
building does not. There is, however, no evidence to support his reconstruction and contemporary structures 
provide parallels for all the features which he rejects. Equally suspect is Krautheimer's claim that in his De re 
aedificatoria Alberti is 'reconstructing' Vitruvius. For although Alberti derives much material from the ancient 
source it is more important that he claims to replace rather than to reconstruct him. Moreover, his analysis of 
architecture into six parts, his reference to polygonal plans and his insistence that the columns should be thought of 
as part of a wall are all derived not from the classical world but from mediaeval encyclopaedias. If Wittkower and 
Krautheimer were wrong to see Alberti as reconstructing antiquity then it is likely that the frame of reference which 
led them to that conclusion - and the frame of reference which led to their conclusions being accepted - is 
erroneous. The error lies in the belief that the elements of classical revival were more important in the fifteenth 
century in Italy than those of mediaeval continuity. If the arch-humanist does not conform to that assumption 
then the whole notion of a Renaissance Period must be questioned. 
N. B. Penny: "Marble Beds and Gothic Monuments". 
After briefly reviewing the changing patterns and the increasing accuracy with which gothic ornament was 
employed in wall tablets up to the 1830s, and after alluding to two puzzlingly precocious cases of the revival of 
full-scale gothic tombchests, the paper introduced in some detail two unfamiliar gothic monuments of the 1840s 
(the period in which gothic came to be widely considered as the sacred style). These were Bacon the Younger's 
monument to Mrs Medley (St Thomas's, Exeter) and R. Monti's de Mauley monument (Hatherop, Glos). High 
Church influence was detected in both cases. It was proposed that such monuments, although novel in one respect, 
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continued the theme of the sleeping effigy which could be traced back (via Chantrey) to Banks. This point was also 
made by reference to the Thorneycrofts's monument to the Martin child in Ledbury Church, a work of the early 
1850s; and the Martin monument, together with one by the younger Westmacott and an earlier design for a gothic 
monument by Flaxman, also served to illustrate the typical nineteenth-century ambition to add a touching 
narrative dimension to gothic iconography. In conclusion it was suggested that i f the gothic revival implied a 
return to the confident faith of the middle ages it could also, paradoxically, adopt the sentimental ideals, and in 
particular the sentimental image of death as sleep, common in earlier monuments and dear to an age of diminished 
religious confidence. 

Marcia Pointon: "Mulready, Godwin and the Education of the Child". 
William Mulready's reputation as a painter of technical brilliance and naturalism has been established through 
the writings of a variety of distinguished men from Ruskin to Basil Taylor. There has seldom been, however, any 
serious attempt to analyse the subject matter of Mulready's art. 

As a youth Mulready came into close contact with William Godwin for whom he worked as an illustrator for 
several years from 1805. Godwin not only used Mulready's designs for the children's books which he wrote under 
a variety of pseudonyms but also published the nineteen-year-old artist's verbal account of his childhood and 
education in The Looking Glass: A True History of the Early Years of an Artist (Juvenile Library, 1805). Through 
his relationship with Godwin Mulready was exposed during the most formative years of his life to radical views on 
the education and upbringing of children. Godwinian principles are evident in the treatment of childhood in 
Mulready's paintings of later years. Moreover, through the illustrative work he executed for Godwin, Mulready 
became aware of the vital tradition of pictorial narrative and illustrated fable manifest in the wood engravings 
which the Bewicks were executing for Godwin's competitors in the children's book market. From this Hogarthian 
tradition, Mulready learned techniques of pictorial story-telling which he subsequently employed in subjects 
concerned with proverbial values and Godwinian empiricism as, for example, in the picture Train up a Child in the 
way he should go and he will not thereafter depart from it (R. A. 1841). 

Griselda Pollock: "Women in Victorian Art". 
Acknowledging the studies that have already been undertaken of women artists in the Victorian era, and women 
as subject matter in art, the paper concentrated on the career of Elizabeth Siddal as a case study of a Victorian 
woman who was a model and inspiration for paintings and drawings, an aspiring painter and poet who won 
Ruskin's dubious patronage, and an unhappy woman whose version of the affliction of Victorian womanhood -
invalidism - may have been the significantly female complaint of anorexia. 

In order to examine not only the particular issues of women and creativity in mid-nineteenth century England, 
but the larger relevance of a study of creativity, ideology and social roles, it was necessary to formulate new 
questions and a more self-conscious method. The paper was therefore also an essay in methodology, incorporating 
research and approaches from other disciplines like sociology, semiology and psychoanalysis. 

The paper began with the nature and social origins of the nineteenth-century ideology of women's limited and 
domestic role, and then attempted to follow these general points through into the life, work and personal experience 
of Siddal and Rossetti in order to expose the practical, social, and ultimately socio-psychological problems a 
creative woman would have faced in that particular social and artistic milieu, and to see the structural relations 
that operate between woman as artist, woman as subject matter (model) and female social being. 

Dorothy D. Reynolds: "Designs for fire-grates by Alfred Stevens". 
From 1850 to 1851 Alfred Stevens was employed in Sheffield by the firm of Hoole, Robson and Hoole, designing 
stoves, fire-grates, mantelpieces, fire-dogs and fenders for display at the Great Exhibition of 1851, where they 
achieved an international reputation. The sources of these designs derive from Stevens' period in Italy, from 1833 
to 1842, studying the art of the Renaissance, particularly Michelangelo and Raphael, and learning metalwork 
techniques in Milan. Together, these contributed to the evolution of his mature decorative style. This is expressed 
in his designs for Hoole's, in his treatment of ornament, and in his combinations of metals. 

The fire-grate designs range from the simplest round-arched forms, basically similar to those of Hoole's 
competitor, Wright of Rotherham, to more elaborate designs, some with freestanding firedogs, others with inset 
maiolica panels. In all of these, whether the sculptural forms are two- or three-dimensional, the influence of 
Stevens' Renaissance studies is strongly apparent; the treatment of the putti which recur in his designs retain the 
freedom of treatment evident in his preparatory studies. In addition to their use in a fireplace, maiolica panels 
made by Minton's to Stevens' design, are also inlaid on a freestanding hot air stove, an example of which is in the 
Victoria and Albert Museum. The quality of execution of Stevens' designs for Hoole's can be attributed largely to 
his band of assistants, students of Sheffield School of Art , of whom Godfrey Sykes became the best known. 

Gerhard Rump: "The possible impact of comparative ethology on the analysis of works of art". 
Comparative Ethology, ie the scientific study of the behaviour of organisms, has found out that man, like his 
animal ancestors, has a number of innate abilities that he does not need to learn. Among these are some innate 
patterns of expression and cognition (innate releasing mechanisms and innate cognitive mechanisms). Some 
people are extremely sensitive towards the innate releasing mechanisms, and some are not - they are expression-
blind. Attention was focused on two major examples of innate releasing/cognitive mechanisms: The 'Kindchen-
schema' (Child-schema, Child pattern) and 'Imposing Behaviour'. The former consists of a set of fixed elements 
in the structure of a child's body and face (small face - large skull - big eyes), to which we invariably react 
favourably, the latter of a set of elements (straight posture, enlarging the outline of the body, staring with both 
eyes) we feel intimidated by. I t was shown how these patterns work in paintings (Miss Collingwood by Romney 
(Walker Ar t Gallery), Marquis of Stafford by Romney, Louis XIV by Rigaud, George IV by Lawrence). Thus the 
anthropological basis of iconography can be discovered, as in the case of Reynolds' Parker Children (Saltram), 
where the boy shows imposing behaviour by way of a sociogenital signal (spread legs). The findings of Comparative 
Ethology should be regarded as a further source of knowledge, just in the same way as history is a source of 
knowledge in the analysis of history painting. By the application of ethological findings in the analysis of paintings 
that depict behaviour we can understand better the artist's achievement and we can give scientific value to 
statements which had only descriptive value before. 

John Shearman: The Scope of Reconstruction. 
The reconstructive activities of the art-historian may be divided into categories intrinsic and extrinsic to the work 
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of art. The former are exemplified by the notional reconstruction of dispersed polyptychs or a modernized facade, 
by the replacement of what has been lost from works of art or the removal of what has been added. This industry, 
which may be traced back to mediaeval drawings of the Temple of Solomon, is vigorous and the speaker's plea 
was for more caution, for a sharper appreciation of when to stop, and for franker acknowledgement of all options 
that remain open until good reason is produced for their closure. On the other hand he argued that extrinsic 
reconstruction, at present not energetically pursued, should be the subject of much more imaginative speculation; 
all aspects of the context of the work of art - social or intellectual, for example, as much as physical - are rewarding 
areas of research which can add much to our understanding. 
Robin Simon: "Marvell's Horatian Ode and Mantegna's Triumph of Caesar". 
The paper was an attempt partly to reconstruct the context in which Marvell's Horatian Ode upon Cromwell's 
Return from Ireland came to be written, and to show that Mantegna's Triumph of Caesar, and its passing into 
Cromwell's hands, influenced Marvell. Marvell elsewhere shows himself aware of the fate of the King's collections. 
Marvell can be shown to have been closely associated with Fairfax and those Parliamentarians suspicious of 
Cromwell. The irony of any hopeful identification by the Commonwealth of Cromwell with Julius Caesar is 
suggested by Marvell and emphasised by his reflections of Thomas May's translation of Lucan's Pharsalia. May 
himself probably referred to Mantegna's paintings in his Continuation of Lucan's Pharsalia, and Milton did so in 
Cromwell, our Chief of Men. Milton stresses the specifically Christian nature of Cromwell's triumph, and implicitly 
indentifies Marvell's Ode as one of the 'detractious rude' of Cromwell. Milton, like Marvell, specifically refers to 
Mantegna's second canvas, and here the identification of figures and symbols of Fortune in the series is particularly 
important. Tyche, with mural crown, can be seen in the second canvas, and the female personifications of conquered 
cities (eighth canvas) are also tychai. The bust of Tyche in the second canvas is actually double-headed, and 
Mantegna's use of such current fifteenth-century, post-classical, iconography of Fortune can be seen elsewhere in 
the Triumph. This double aspect of Fortune in Mantegna's Triumph of Caesar is embodied in Marvell's far more 
equivocal poem on the triumphant Cromwell. 
Basil Skinner: "Some Scottish pupils of A. R. Mengs". 
Mengs established himself in Rome as a teacher and painter of repute principally during the periods 1752-61 and 
1769-79. Despite his well known antipathy to British students it is possible to indicate if not document several 
Scottish painters who worked in his studio in the first of these two periods. They were all introduced to him 
through his friend Andrew Lumsden, antiquary and sceretary to the Jacobite Court, who remained in Rome 
until 1769. 

The first of these pupils came to Mengs in 1754 - "a very worthy lad, has good taste but is rather indolent"; 
nothing more is known of him. In the same year Colin Morison joined Mengs and became a close friend also of 
Winckelman. He was deeply absorbed in the development of neoclassicism and left one painting, Andromache's 
Sacrifice (Seafield Sale, 1976); he eventually turned to sculpture. James Byres, studying four years with Mengs 
from 1758 also moved from painting - to architecture. The remaining three pupils all made reputations as painters: 
George Willison, in the studio from 1760, and Francis Cunningham, from 1757, both worked largely in 
portraiture, the former in Scotland {James Boswell, 1765), the latter in Russia and Berlin. More interesting is 
James Nevay, working in Rome from 1755, a painter of fully-fledged neo classical histories - Agrippina Landing, 
Finding of Cyrus, Aeneas and Andromache, Death of Lucretia - none of which survive. Nevay formed one of the 
group that included James Barry and John Runciman and may have been involved with the latter's miseries 
in Rome. 

Lumsden's letters regarding these six young men whom he sponsored remind us first of the contemporary 
reputation of Mengs as a portraitist as well as a historical painter, and secondly of the strictness of his pedagogic 
method which turned many away from him. 
Isobel Spencer: "Walter Crane and Socialism". 
Crane's master, the London wood engraver and Chartist W. J. Linton, first encouraged him to adopt a radical 
outlook. He found the political and philosophical atmosphere of the sixties lively and challenging. Through his 
first commission Crane met the author John R. Wise who introduced him to the writings of J. S. Mill, Herbert 
Spencer and August Comte and the debates on the conflicting aims of religion and science, authority and freedom 
of thought stimulated by the publication of "The Origin of Species". Shelley's poetry was another important 
influence. By 1870 Crane had decided for Free Thought and adopted a humanist standpoint close to that of 
Walter Pater. In his painting he tried to find visual equivalents for his ideas. 

After his marriage in 1871 Crane's personal and professional affairs kept him fully occupied. He grew 
disillusioned with the Liberal programme after the party was returned in 1880 and four years later followed 
Morris into the socialist movement after reading 'Art and Socialism'. Crane began by sharing his allegiance 
between the Social Democratic Federation and Morris's Socialist League, designing headings and cartoons for 
their papers Justice and The Commonweal. He gave his first socialist address to the Fabians on 16 October, 1885 
and a month later became a member of the society. 

Crane's theories closely follow those of Morris although he was more ready to acknowledge the possibility of 
constitutional reform and to resist the inevitability of Marxist revolution. Lecturing put a great strain on him and 
he soon concentrated his energies for the Cause in his work as the artist of socialism. Generous with his designs for 
many socialist groups Crane consistently promoted a unified front for Labour. The Trades Unions used his 
designs for their banners and thus his angels of freedom and rustic workers survived well into the twentieth 
century promoting Morris's idyll of a socialist Utopia in rural Merrie England. 
Robin Spencer: "Recent Research into American Art of the 1930s with Particular Reference to the New Deal". 
The first conference on the New Deal Cultural Projects was held at Glassboro State College, New Jersey, between 
31 October and 2 November 1975. The following abstract is from the official conference report, Fine Arts and the 
People, which was recently published as a supplement to Federal Arts Patronage Notes, Vol. 1, No. 4, Winter-
Spring 1975-76. The full report may be obtained by writing to Professor Gerald Monroe, Art Department, Glass
boro State College, Glassboro, N.J. 08028. 

"Between 1933 and 1943 the course of the arts in America was profoundly influenced by federal patronage. 
Out of the misery and despair thrust upon creative artists by the Depression grew a recognition of the need for 
sustained public support for the arts. Under a variety of "alphabet soup" labels - WPA, PWAP, TRAP - thous-
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ands of artists, writers, actors and musicians found in the patronage of the federal government the freedom to 
create, and to preserve their skills." 

"During the twenty years from the end of the New Deal Arts Projects in 1943, little was done to investigate 
the various cultural programs sponsored by the federal government during the 1930s. Commencing in the middle 
1960s, however, intense interest has developed concerning this neglected area of our cultural history; scholars 
and students in History, Art History, Literature and American Studies are now exploring the New Deal Patronage 
experiment. The time had come for the leading scholars to get together, compare notes and make effective the 
research and writing completed and in progress." 

The second conference on the New Deal Cultural Projects is to meet again in an expanded form at Vassar 
College in the 1976-77 academic year, and is being organized by Professor Karal Ann Marling of Vassar. 
John Steer: "The Frick St Francis by Giovanni Bellini". 
It has always been recognized that the Frick St Francis cannot have been cut at the sides, but may have been cut 
at the top. The paper was intended to show that an addition of 6 | in at the top, rendering the panel square, 
does in fact allow room for an averted seraph in the top left-hand corner, and a reconstruction (hypothetical as to 
detail) was attempted to show how such an arrangement could have worked. For this purpose the averted seraph 
from the Stigmatization (now in Baltimore) from the predella of Zoppo's altarpiece of 1470 for S. Francesco, 
Pesaro, was used. 

Such an arrangement makes sense of certain aspects of the lighting of the picture not hitherto explained. It is 
clear that the light striking St Francis, and causing him and the objects around him to cast shadows behind them 
to the right, must be due to a light source high up to the left and in front of the picture plane. The path of this 
light can be traced, glittering on foremost leaves of the laurel tree, and it cannot therefore be associated with the 
rays of light breaking through the clouds (also in the upper left-hand corner) which pass behind the tree. Is it not 
reasonable to deduce that the source for this foreground light was originally present in the missing seraph? 

The light breaking through the clouds would also however seem to be visionary, and the presence of two 
visionary light sources perhaps confirms Meiss's hypothesis that what is represented in the landscape is the mystic 
illumination of Mt Verna at the moment of stigmatization, when the night scene was lit as by the sun. 
Alan Tait: "J. C. Loudon and the Scottish landscape garden". 
John Claudius Loudon's gardening career began in Scotland around 1800. A precocious young man, of little 
formal education but with an enormous appetite for learning and an almost equal passion for the didactic, he 
sought fame through publicity. It is then of little surprise that his appetite was whetted by that often arcane and 
occasionally vituperative quarrel of the two literary pundits Richard Payne Knight and Sir Uvedale Price with the 
aims and meaning of the landscape garden. Loudon leapt enthusiastically into this war. While Knight and Price 
attacked the landscape garden as created by Capability Brown and more elliptically those of Humphry Repton, 
Loudon continued the dispute but changed its ground from England to Scotland. While Repton remained to be 
vilified for his work at Valleyfield in Fife, Brown was replaced as the outstanding villain by the expatriate Thomas 
Whites, father and son. Them Loudon defamed as unimaginative, insensitive, doctrinaire, and old-fashioned. 
He then added his own particular twist to the whole picturesque controversy; that they were collectively forcing 
upon Scotland English prejudices and tastes in gardening. The beautiful developed and exploited by Brown and 
his followers was thus both bad and English. 

His conception of the natural style was displayed in his book, Observations on Country Residences, 1806, and 
shown in practice in his work at Barnbarroch in Wigtonshire of cl806. Though largely destroyed, his drawings for 
it are in the Mellon Collection at Yale. At about this time, he also worked at Scone Palace for the Earl of Mansfield, 
where his imperial design was only partially executed, though his quarrel with the Brownian disciple, Thomas White 
senior, was brought to an unjustifiable and inexcusable level. Both his design and his quarrel are vividly present in 
his surviving 'Red Book' of 1804. 
Rosemary Treble: "Fred Walker (1840-75): the hard-edged idyll". 
Walker's obituaries called him a genius of British painting: this paper was a preliminary report on the exact nature 
of Walker's place, first amongst the illustrators and watercolour artists of the earlier '60s, and later in the Academy 
itself. The hyperbole of the judgments passed on him by his contemporaries, including that of his French admirers 
in the Gazette des Beaux-Arts, was set against that of other comparable figures. His eclecticism, which ranged 
from French Social Realism to the Parthenon marbles via Bellini, Reynolds and Millais, was discussed, as was his 
tentative move towards a distintively English symbolism in the last years of his life. Unpublished letters and 
documents were used to support the development of a view of Walker as a pivotal figure in the period, significant 
not only for the great critical and popular success latterly of his work, the most celebrated being the Harbour of 
Refuge (Tate Gallery), but also as the archetype of the Little Billee artist in Victorian society. 
William Wells: "The Burrell Tapestry with Arms of Beaufort, Turenne and Comminges". 
Of the nine surviving fragments, three form part of the Burrell Collection at Glasgow. Four beasts (lion, stag, 
unicorn and elephant) confront one another in diagonal lines wearing mantles on which Beaufort quartering 
Turenne alternates with Comminges impaling Beaufort and Turenne. 

It has always been assumed that these armorial bearings are linked with the marriage of Guillaume Roger III, 
Comte de Beaufort, with Alienor de Comminges in 1349, as a consequence of which (and the payment of 145,000 
gold florins) he also became Vicomte de Turenne. Guillaume lived until 1395, but the quartered shield may relate 
to his son, Raymond, who assumed the title of Vicomte de Turenne from 1375. In 1376 he is said to have been 
nominated Captain general of the armed forces of the Comtat Venaissin by his uncle pope Gregory XI and he later 
complained that he had never been recompensed for his services when at the head of his vassals he had defended 
Avignon, whose defensive walls had been initiated by the first of the Beaufort popes, Clement VI. 

In the tapestry the ramparts forming the lower part of the diamond shaped enclosures within which the 
beasts are standing are completed above by the outstretched bodies of storks in allusion it is suggested to the 
patron saint of Avignon, Agricole, whose emblem is a stork. 

A Beaufort inventory drawn up in 1380 indicates that the family used a stag as a badge and the Comminges 
family may have been represented by a lion. The roses derive from the Beaufort ancestral Seigneurie de Rosiers 
and seem to provide a formal link with the red rose of Lancaster and hence with the royal badge of England 
through John of Gaunt whose children by Catherine Swynford assumed the name of Beaufort. 
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John White: "Duccio's workshop method in the painting of the Maesta". 
The purpose of this paper was to show that the sequences of work on large-scale panel paintings was, on the 
evidence of the Maesta, carried out as methodically as was the case with fresco cycles. Since the carpentry of the 
Maesta, for technical reasons, had been completed before painting began, the size of the altarpiece meant that, as 
in the case of wall painting, work began at the top and continued steadily downwards. On both sides, the stylistic 
development in terms of spatial design, crowd-handling and the like, confirm that this was the case. At the same 
time, the repeated designs resulting from the maintenance of the unity of place show how, within a general 
movement towards increasing complexity of design and mastery of descriptive naturalism, the process of 
repetition, as in many medieval manuscripts, led to minor errors in the successive versions of the scenes. 

ART AND DESIGN HISTORY IN POLYTECHNICS AND ART COLLEGES 
In the first issue of the Bulletin (November 1975) Philip Barlow announced the circulation of a questionnaire 
"intended to provide the Association with precise information about the teaching of art history in polytechnics 
and colleges of art running CNAA degree courses in Art and Design." Questionnaires have been returned from 
39 institutions and the sub-committee responsible would like to thank those members who answered the questions. 
They would also very much appreciate similar information from members working in art institutions from which 
there has as yet been no return: Central Camberwell, Glasgow and Edinburgh schools of art; Bath Academy; 
High Wycombe, Middlesex, Wolverhampton and Manchester polytechnics. At the second conference of the Associ
ation in Glasgow on 29 March this year four members of the sub-committee reported on the answers in the 34 
questionnaires then available. Five more questionnaires have now been received. 
Staffing and Structure. Out of 36 replies 18 groups of staff were organised in departments, usually with the title 
'History of Art' or 'Complementary Studies' or a combination of the two. The variations included a department 
of 'History and Theory of Art and Design,' one of 'Art History and Communication' and one of 'Arts Research'. 
A further 10 groups of staff were located in larger departments of schools, 6 of which contained the terms 'Humani
ties' or 'General Studies' as part of their name. Four groups of staff themselves formed schools - of art history, 
complementary studies, and one of related studies. Two groups of staff were described as divisions, one more 
as a section and the last as a faculty of history of art and design and complementary studies. 

The average size of these groups, calculated on the basis of 34 replies, is four full-time and two part-time 
staff. The extremes are one lecturer II alone in a polytechnic and on the other end (also in a polytechnic) a depart
ment with a head of department, a sub-dean, a principal lecturer, four senior lecturers, three lecturer lis, a research 
assistant and a part-timer all teaching art and design history. If one totals the various grades from these same 
34 replies, there are 70 part-time staff and 144 full-time staff including 1 professor, 1 sub-dean, 6 heads of depart
ment, 14 principal lecturers, 50 senior lecturers, 63 lecturer lis and 6 lecture Is. Finally, as to the person in charge 
of these groups of art history staff, this consists of one lecturer I (Scotland), two lecturer l is , 14 senior lecturers, 
11 principal lecturers, 6 heads of department and a professor (Ireland). 

The qualifications for teaching the subject given include two who claim to have no qualifications. From the 
University of London there are 5 diplomas in art history and 2 in the history of dress, 18 BAs, 22 MAs, 1 MPhil, 
and 3 PhDs. From Leeds Universtiy there are 14 BAs, 2 MPhils and a PhD. From Edinburgh University and Col
lege of Art there are 9 MAs and a Diploma. From East Anglia there are 6 BAs, 1 MPhil and 2 PhDs. From Man
chester University there are 6 BAs and 3 MAs. From Sussex there are 3 BAs and 4 MAs and from Cambridge 
2 BAs, 3 MAs and a PhD. From Durham there are 6 BAs, and from Newcastle and Reading 5 apiece. From 
Nottingham come 2 BAs, 1 MA, 1 MPhil and a PhD. From Essex 1 BA and 3 MAs. From Hull, Oxford and 
Birmingham 1 BA and 1 MA each. Then there are 2 MAs from Glasgow and 2 from Keele, and 2 BAs from 
Lancaster. The Royal College of Art provides 10 ARC As and 4MAs. The Slade has a BA in the list and 2 Dip
lomas. Twelve of the qualifications are Diplomas in Art and Design from various colleges and polytechnics, 
and there are also 8 NDDs, 2 DFAs, 1 ATD and 2 BAs (Art and Design). Lastly there are a number of degrees 
from other countries including 11 from the USA, 5 from Ireland, 2 from Czechoslovakia, 1 from Italy and 1 
from Canada. 
Courses. The next question asked for a listing of the courses to which the above staff contributed art/design 
history. The majority of these were fine art in thirty-three institutions, with an average of just under a hundred 
students per three-year course. There were 18 graphic design courses with an average of about 90 students per 
three years. Thirteen of the courses were fashion/textiles/embroidery with an average of about 85 students over 
three years. Twenty-three of the courses on which staff taught art/design history were three-dimensional design 
courses with an average of 55 students for the three years. The remaining large scale contribution was to foundation 
courses 28 of which were mentioned. The average number of students for the one-year course being 62 in the 23 cases 
where numbers were given. 

In addition to these BA Art and Design and Foundation courses the staff taught on a wide variety of other 
courses. These included vocational and local diploma courses in art and design, and degree and diploma courses 
in architecture, landscape architecture and town planning. In polytechnics the staff contributed to courses for 
medical technicians, electrical and communications engineers, surveyors, builders, production and mechanical 
engineers, chemists, home economists, modern language students, photographers, musicians and teachers of all 
kinds. They also contributed modules to degree and diploma level courses in the categories of humanities, liberal 
or modern studies, history and communication. A few, as yet in only a very few institutions, teach art and design 
history at degree level to full-time students of the subject. 

This leads naturally to the subject of new courses proposed or submitted which contain an art/design history 
element. Ten of the replies made no mention of plans for new courses. Ten more said they were involved in plan
ning new courses which contained an art/design history element as part of a BA Humanities/Arts/Communication 
Studies course. One new proposal was part of a new course in European Studies, another in Education Studies. 
Proposals were listed for a BA Art in Society, a degree course in Museum and Gallery Studies, and a Librarianship 
degree. Five courses at degree level in art and design were mentioned as replacements for diploma level courses. 
Two of the proposals involved taking a larger proportion of art or design history as part of a BA in Art and Design. 
One suggested a BA course in the Expressing and Performing Arts with a twenty per cent element of art history, 
and there were similar proposals for such an element in courses in landscape design, fashion, film and video, 
photography, graphic design, ceramic design and industrial design. Lastly there were those courses which required 
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full-time study of art/design history namely a BA History of Art, Design and Film; a BA History fo Art, Archi
tecture and Design; a BA History and Theory of Art and Design; a BA Art and Design History oft he twentieth 
century; and a one year post-graduate certificate in the history of art, architecture and design. 

The questionnnaire now required details of the art/design history courses available to students with some 
indication of subject matter, length, level and teaching method. We also hoped to find out whether the course was 
part of a set of option choices of a fixed programme. Just over 200 courses were listed by title and of these 130 or 
65 per cent were concerned with subject matter in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Sixteen or 8 per cent treated 
eighteenth-century subjects, 9 or less than 5 per cent subjects in the seventeenth century. The Renaissance was listed 
in 16 courses or 8 per cent. Medieval courses were only shown five times or roughly 2\ per cent, pre-medieval 
got 6 mentions or 3 per cent. Ten per cent or 20 of the courses listed were survey courses covering a large span 
of historical time, and taking from one to three years to complete. It is difficult on the basis of titles alone to make 
much of an analysis of content. The prize for the most unhelpful answer goes to "wide-ranging choice of options 
from classical antiquity to present day". Otherwise there was "Ego trips of various lecturers - 1 year" and "In
coherent something of twentieth century - 1 year". Eighteen courses (9 per cent) dealt with the subject-matter of 
art outside Europe and America. Forty-nine courses (nearly a quarter) contain design as part of their title generally 
without reference to art. Twenty-one or just over 10 per cent refer to architecture of town planning. Painting gets 
mentioned in 22 titles and sculpture in 15, drawing in two and artists in 7. History tots up 27 mentions in 200 but 
the biggest thing of all is art or arts which occurs in the titles of 40 per cent of all courses. 

One of the factors in which the survey group were interested was whether the courses offered were mainly 
open to student choice or if they were mainly part of a set programme. In fact the majority of institutions seemed 
to offer both compulsory and optional elements in their courses. However, whilst only two institutions offered 
an entirely free choice, there were six providing an entirely fixed programme of courses. 

Polytechnics and colleges were asked to indicate the teaching methods employed on the above courses. 
Interestingly enough lectures and seminars achieved almost identical popularity with strikes of 135 and 137 respec
tively. Visits were used on 49 courses, group tutorials on 43, and individual tutorials on 56. Eight courses used 
the lot! 

Course lengths were also asked for. One lasted three years. Three lasted two years. Four lasted a year and a 
half. Seventy-three lasted for one year. Thirty-eight lasted for two terms. Seventy-nine lasted for one term. Forty-
two lasted for a half term. Six lasted for about three weeks. 
Assessment. What written commitment is expected from students during each year of their courses? There was a 
wide range of expectations, the lightest being for three essays in the first year, a complementary studies essay in 
the second year and a long final year essay. The greatest expectation so far as BA courses in Art and Design are 
concerned was for twelve out of thirty-six lectures to be written up in both the first and second years, also four 
essays to be written in the first year the subjects being chosen from a list. Then during the second year work began 
on a final year thesis and this was supplemented by two final year exams of three hours each. The average com
mitment however is more like three essays or pieces of written work in the first and second years, followed by a 
thesis, dissertation or extended essay of roughly 5000 words in year three. Twenty-three of the thirty-five replies 
expected a final year thesis, dissertation or long essay. Three more set a final year examination. Two offered the 
choice of an exam or a thesis. Three relied neither upon examination nor thesis, whereas in four institutions both 
an exam and a thesis was expected. In only three instances was a slide test mentioned. 

Assessment of students' work in art/design history was described in the vast majority of cases as being of 
continuous assessment during the three years of the course with significant weighting being given either to the 
final year thesis or to the examination or both. 
Accommodation and Equipment was described as satisfactory or adequate in twenty-six replies and as not satisfac
tory in twelve. Twenty-three groups of art history staff had sole use of their accommodation, ten shared it and 
five described themselves as part sharing and part sole occupiers. 

Of thirty-six estimating the size of slide collections available for teaching, nineteen or just over half placed 
theirs between 30,000 and 98,000 which was the largest. Sixteen gave figures between twelve and twenty-four 
thousand and the one lecturer II alone in the polytechnic has a small new collection of about 2000 slides. Just 
over half of those estimating how many slides were added annually gave a figure between 3000 and 8000. The 
remainder varied between 300 and 3000. As to art and design libraries thirty-two replies gave estimated numbers of 
books and half of these were between 1500 and 11,000. The remainder occupied the line between 12,000 and 32,000 
volumes. Annual additions to the library showed that half of the institutions replying added between 150 and 
1000 books annually, the other half between 1100 and 4000. Three replies gave annual budget figures between 
£2400 and £8000. 

Nineteen replies referred to having a qualified art librarian but not necessarily qualified in art. Thirteen claimed 
not to have a qualified art librarian and four claimed to have no librarian at all. Fourteen wrote that their slide 
collections were maintained by library staff, ten said that they had a slide librarian, seven said that art history staff 
looked after their slide collections, one mentioned graphic design staff and six replies indicated that in their in
stitutions there were both central-library and separate art-history staff collections. Eighteen groups of art history 
staff shared the services of an audio-visual aids technician. Ten had exclusive use of such a specialist. Eight had 
no technician and one had unqualified help. 

The questionnaire asked whether other teaching reference, visual or documentary was maintained. Eleven 
gave no answer or answered none. Eight spoke of photographic collections, four of reproductions and four of 
audio tapes. Three wrote of video tapes and three of reference books and of gramophone records. Two had col
lections of cuttings and lastly there were single mentions of magazines, documents on local industry, posters, 
microfilm, films, filmstrips and catalogues. 
Research. What provisions, if any, exist for research in art/design history? Thirteen answered none. Four wrote 
of a four-day week timetable allowing a fifth day for preparation and research. Three mentioned a three-hours-a-
week time allowance and two a three-hour remission of teaching for approved and regular research respectively. 
One member of staff got six hours off contact teaching and another group got one hour off each per week. There 
were single mentions of the following:- some exemption from teaching at head of school's discretion, fees paid 
by poly on completion, study leave available for research leading to higher qualification, after five years' service 
but we've never had any, research accomplished privately, and staff find it almost impossible to do research as 
well as teach. 
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Sabbatical leave was considered not to be available in nineteen instances. It was to be had in three instances 
providing staff stood in for each other, in another at the discretion of the head of department and in yet another 
by approval of governors. Two said after seven years teaching but chosen from amongst all applicants and one 
said all poly staff can claim a year but only one per cent of staff at a time can go. One said cryptically "up to 
one year", one said "one term every six years on merit of research," one said "one this year for first time ever" 
and another said "only one staff so only theoretical". Then to complete the responses there was "Proposal for 
six months after five years being discussed", "last application turned down", "senior lecturer got a term", "one 
term in five years but huge backlog", "only for retraining" and "usual poly arrangements good in the past"! 
Trips abroad were like sabbatical leave, considered not to be available in nineteen cases. Five mentioned fashion 
and textiles going to Paris on the state. For the rest it was either self-supporting or with varying LEA support 
and on a very limited scale. One answered laconically "lapsed". 
Visiting lecturer programmes were claimed in every reply but one. Half of those who gave numbers wrote that 
they had between two and twelve a year, the other half ranged between fifteen and thirty-six a year. 
Interviewing. Art history staff were asked whether they took part in the interviewing of students for CNAA Art 
and Design Courses, and, if so, did they have a voice in the decisions taken? Thirteen said they took part and 
had a voice. Eight said they did not take part. Six said they took part but were outnumbered and had little effect 
on the outcome. One claimed to have a considerable voice and three said they were consulted mainly over academic 
capacity or language problems. Two did not take part in the interviews but set and marked a short written paper. 
Two said they were occasionally asked to attend problem or special entry interviews and finally four groups of 
staff wrote of only being able to take part to a limited extent because of lack of time and the number of often sim
ultaneous interviews. 

They were asked whether the art/design history staff had a representative on the academic board. Twenty-six 
said that they were represented and three more spoke of being represented only through a faculty member. Eight 
said they were not represented. 
Changes of staffing during the last five years included seven institutions recording no change and three which 
mentioned considerable changes but did not say what they were. Three new depts were set up and in three instances 
there were striking additions to staffing involving total increases of twenty full-time staff. Two more places added 
two full-time staff each and one added one. The rest of the alterations of a positive kind were upgradings, mostly 
from Lecturer II to Senior Lecturer, some occurring through mergers. Two replies recorded losses - one of 
one and a half and one of one full-time equivalent post. 
Course Relationships. A question was asked about the relationship between the history of art and complementary 
studies on the courses listed. Four said integrated, three said not clearly differentiated, one said interrelated, 
three more said overlapping and increasingly interrelated, one said art history and complementary studies are 
taken together, one said there was no rigid frontier, three said the division was seen as a whole, one said there was 
no specific complementary studies. On the other hand three said "very little - we go our separate ways", two said 
"50/50", one said "arranged independently", two said "independent within different faculties", two said "related 
where feasible", four said"work in parallel", one said "history provides basic framework" and one said "no 
relationship." 

"What is the relationship between art/design history and individual art/design studio depts in your institu
tion?". Two said fully co-operative, two said actively integrated, two said good, two said excellent, two said close 
and two gave no answer. One said amicable but not close, one said close except in educational content, one said 
little contact except over lecture programme, one said depts must inevitably have upper hand, one said 'indepen
dence valued' and one said 'little relationship because formal versus informal'. Six replies wrote of varying degrees 
of interrelated teaching - art history staff in studios and vice versa. Here are more quotes from the answers given. 
"Within context of interdepartmental wariness/respect relationships are good". "Fine art let us get on with it. 
Design I suspect would prefer to do their own thing". "Generally good and we combine from time to time on 
projects". "Just friendly or less so". "Complex - better since conceptual art went out of fashion". "Reasonable". 
"Peculiar - they envy us, fear us, dislike us". "Good on the personal level but there is still an unacknowledged 
lack of awareness of what we are doing sometimes. On the whole it varies but no serious rifts". 
The last question in the survey asked "What aspects of the teaching of art and design history do staff feel are in 
urgent need of discussion and/or research by the Art and Design Education Group?" The most constant preoccupation 
was with design history. Fifteen replies cited the development, discussion, lack of resources for and need for 
research in design history. Five replies indicated that there were no urgent questions. Three replies mentioned 
the need to investigate foundation course training in art/design history. Two were concerned with the need for 
supported travel abroad for art and design students and one with sabbatical study leave for staff. But perhaps 
even more insistent than the question of design history was the group of replies that wanted discussion of the 
function of art and design history in art and design education. Here are quotations of some of the forms in which 
this question appeared. "Why is art and design history being taught at all in design courses?" "What is the re
lationship of art and design history to studio and project work?" "The future direction of courses within the 
CNAA structure". "Relation to studio subjects particularly since there is a growing call for rendering art history 
depts impotent in art faculties". "Greater integration between studio and history work". "Independent status of 
History of Art and Complementary Studies staff following the CNAA Graphic Design Board paper". "What quota 
of time should be given to art history? Is the equivalent of less than a term full-time spent on art history in three 
years worth bothering about?" "Possibility of more flexible proportions between main study and history of art". 
"The staff/student ratio and its effect on art history". "Should we move towards multi-disciplinary degrees in art/ 
design courses? eg English/Philosophy and History of Art/Painting". "Independence of final assessment 
procedures". "Place of complementary studies assessment under CNAA in relation to art history". "Attitudes of 
studio staff to art history". "Being asked to service yet another degree course without adequate staff development". 
"How far is the art historian justified in maintaining the integrity of his discipline against mounting pressure to 
extend his umbrella?" "Should we discontinue the term 'art and design history' and teach the discipline under 
other names?" 

MAURICE WHITBREAD, 
Leeds Polytechnic! 
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R E S E A R C H T I M E F O R M U S E U M S T A F F 
At the meeting of the Museums section at the Glasgow Conference, opportunities for curatorial staff to pursue 
academic studies were compared between museums. The discussion concerned all academic studies, including 
research directly connected with the collections of the museum in question. Two major points emerged. 

In the first place, the smaller the museum the fewer opportunities for academic work there are likely to be. 
(It was no doubt a symptom of this situation that the smaller provincial museums were conspicuously ill-represen
ted at our meeting.) There seems to be two reasons for this. Councillors who sit on the committees of provincial 
museums tend to underestimate the usefulness of research work, and the curators themselves sometimes assume 
that no time can be spared. 

The meeting expressed their concern at this situation. It was felt that, for example, one day in the week set 
aside for academic work (a not uncommon provision in the London museums) can be of great value to a curator 
with heavy administrative commitments in keeping a continuous programme of study alive and, given good will, 
can be organised even in a museum with a curatorial staff of only two. It was also thought that it may be possible 
to persuade museum committees both of the immediate importance that academic work done in their museum 
can have, and of the long-term benefits that can accrue from it in the service to the public in their area. 

In the second place, it was noted that, with the possible exception of the Ashmolean Museum in Oxford, 
sabbatical leave was not at present open to the curatorial staff of museums, although the opportunities it provided 
for more sustained study and for travel were generally recognised in the universities. The meeting considered that 
the provision of sabbatical leave was a thing that should be investigated further. 

COLIN THOMPSON 
National Gallery of Scotland. 
The author was chairman of the 
Museums section meeting at the 
Glasgow conference. 

S O M E C O M M E N T S O N A - L E V E L S I N T H E H I S T O R Y O F A R T 
The existence of an A-level in the History of Art as a subject in its own right - as distinct from part of an A-level 
in practical art - is principally due to the Associated Examining Board which first divided art history from the 
practical aspects of painting, etc, although it continued to set one paper in art history in the A-level in Art. 

Certain criteria exist for this as for all A-levels. Basically, all A-levels are considered to have parity: this means 
that the same amount of time, and the same level of teaching and amount of study, must be given to an A-level in 
art history as would be given to one in English or History or French, or any other subject. It is assumed that the 
candidate will study for two years, at the rate of at least four hours tuition (either in lectures or tutorials) and four to 
five hours private study per week, spread over five and a half terms. On the whole, the A-level is taken at 18-years+, 
and the centres submitting candidates range from art schools (where it usually forms part of the foundation year), 
technical colleges, colleges of further education, and schools, from public schools to comprehensives. There is also 
an appreciable number of adult candidates, taking the subject as part of the A-levels necessary for admission to 
some specialized course (often a late entry to university) or examination for a professional qualification. The 
AEB's basic criteria, translated into practical terms, mean that any candidate should have studied for about 100 
hours in each term (bar the last), but these essential foundations for the examination are not always fulfilled by the 
establishments submitting candidates, and when they are not the candidates pay dearly for this in their examination 
results. So far as concerns later university admission, if the A-level is used for that purpose, the selection board 
should be able to evaluate an AEB A-level in art history at, say, an A grade, at the same value as that grade in any 
other relevant subject. It is, however, entirely up to the university selection system to distinguish between the 
A-levels awarded by the various boards that have introduced art history as a single subject distinct from practical 
art, in that the syllabuses and hence the examinations devised by different boards vary considerably. 

My concern with A-levels in art history, which now extends for a decade, has been twofold. Firstly, to plan a 
syllabus which will enable schools (under which heading all establishments submitting candidates may conven
iently be grouped) - once they have decided to teach the subject - to give their students a proper grounding and 
some understanding of what art history is about. Secondly, to use this syllabus to encourage schools to take the 
subject seriously, and to help their students to a better appreciation of the visual world around them. Neither of 
these aims is, to my mind, fulfilled by tagging an exiguous art history paper on to a practical art examination. The 
time the candidate can give to the history is often resented as a distraction from the time spent on practical work, 
and the skimpy quality of what is possible under such conditions makes the result useless as a proper intro
duction to a serious subject. There is a case for eliminating art history totally from practical art. The working out 
of a satisfactory syllabus takes years of experiment, of trial and error, and work on syllabus designing often seems 
to be a continuous performance. But the changes, modifications, false starts, are essential because the needs of the 
candidates change almost as much as, and as often as, the professional art historian perceives that new centres of 
interest are developing. No syllabus or examination can afford to remain static. 

It is clear that the number of students taking an A-level with the AEB in art history is on the increase. Ten 
years ago, the number was about 300; now it is at the 2,000 level, and it is expected that a proportionately large 
increase will come in the numbers taking an O-level when the proposed new syllabus finally sees the light of day. At 
present the number of O-level candidates is about half the number taking an A-level. It is clearly a growth subject. 
It is possible - possible only, at this stage - that extensions of art history into aspects of design may be offered at 
some time by the AEB. Despite rumours of this possible development, it must be stressed that discussions on a 
suitable syllabus are only at the initial exploratory stage, and before any concrete proposals can be made many 
months of planning, discussion, submission to such bodies as Education Boards and Schools Council have to be 
gone through. 

At present, the AEB syllabus (using the latest revisions which come into effect in 1978 - two years notice have 
to be given of any proposed changes to allow for students already in the pipeline) is divided into two parts: a 
general paper and a special period paper. The general paper will consist of a photograph test (NOT a quiz; what 
is wanted is an intelligent response to questions set on a small number - probably four - of reproductions of 
paintings, pieces of sculpture or buildings which will be identified for the candidate) and a selection of general 
questions designed to test a general knowledge of art. This is an entirely new paper which replaces the present 
general paper since this paper was found to be too difficult for the average candidate. It called for wider knowledge, 
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a more mature outlook, and also for more developed powers of expression, than were within the reach of most 
18-year olds, and it displayed too cruelly the deficiencies which present educational standards appear to labour 
under. It will no longer be a 'free opinion' paper, but will have to be studied for on the basis of a small number of 
standard texts such as Gombrich and Pevsner. This will bring it more into line with practice in other A-levels. The 
special period paper will be in most respects similar to the present one, with the difference that the mediaeval and 
baroque periods have been amalgamated into two papers, instead of being spread over five, from which candidates 
may elect to study different parts. It is hoped that this new grouping will result in a wider interest in, and better 
understanding of, both these periods when art reached so high and rich a development. 

It is important that as large a number of fields of study as possible shall be offered in a syllabus. It is fatally 
easy to limit a syllabus to the popular subjects - to concentrate on Renaissance art and Modern painting, for 
instance - or to segregate one part of art history from another so that the student is forced to limit himself to a 
small field, even though it may be an important one, at the expense of knowing something about all the art of a 
period. Syllabuses which divide art history into a kind of chequerboard, so that a candidate learns only about one 
aspect of, say, Michelangelo, are now happily a thing of the past, but in syllabus designing it should always be 
one's aim to allow the school, i f not the candidates, a chance to opt for an important but perhaps less popular 
aspect of art and architecture. There is a great disproportion in the distribution of interest: too many candidates 
plump for nineteenth-century and modern art at the expense of earlier periods. It is a great pity that the enormous 
wealth of mediaeval art in this country in the form of Romanesque and Gothic churches attracts so little and so 
poor a response, but it has to be recognized, even when it is deplored, that the slant of art history studies in art 
schools and teacher training colleges has tended to be very narrowly based, and that a great deal of prejudice has 
to be overcome before earlier periods - so readily available, so splendid in quantity and quality - begin to receive 
the attention that is their due. There is also a deplorable tendency towards confusion between art history and 
sociology, and it is often clear from candidates' responses that neither has been adequately taught. 

Much of the difficulty over the imbalance in the selection of what special period shall be studied by the 
candidate stems from the conditions under which the subject is taught. In many art schools and Colleges of Further 
Education, and in most schools, the subject is taught by teachers whose own experience of art history has been 
through their Dip.AD courses or their teacher training courses; they are rarely people who have done any formal 
course in art history, much less who have graduated in art history as their main subject. The result is that there is a 
tendency for the teacher to teach only what he remembers of what he was taught, and his own course of instruction 
was conditioned by very much the same principles, plus the inescapable fact that in art schools in particular the only 
aspects of art which are favoured are those of the last century at most, and often no more than the last 25 years. 
This very strange attitude in art schools reflects a curious and distressing narrowness of outlook, which happily 
does not obtain in colleges of music, drama, or ballet. Music comprehends everything from plainsong to twelve-
tone, through the full range of sixteenth-, seventeenth-, eighteenth- and nineteenth-century classics: a music student 
who totally rejected Bach or Chopin or Verdi would not complete the course. The same breadth informs schools of 
drama, where everything from the Greek classics onwards is the province of the drama student, and in ballet a 
smaller repertory nevertheless includes Petipa at one end and Martha Graham at the other. Yet it is not uncommon 
to find art students who declare all art earlier than their own day to be at best boring or irrelevant, at worse totally 
expendable, and any notion that architecture could be of interest or importance is rejected out of hand. 

In general, the problems have been that only with difficulty have schools brought themselves to realize that art 
history must be given parity in teaching and study time with other A-level subjects, and that art history must be 
distinguished from practical art (it is not uncommon to hear teachers say plaintively: 'But my students only do art 
for two hours a week'). Also, more teaching and study time means a proportionate expenditure on books and 
slides; proportionate, that is, to the requirements of other A-level subjects. A practice seems to be increasing, and it 
is clearly discernible in the papers now written by candidates, of an almost total dependence on a small number of 
inadequate film strips, used at the expense of proper teaching and, above all, books. This alarming tendency must 
be countered at all costs. It means, in fact, totally stereotyped teaching - i f you call it that - and a substitution for 
proper work by teacher and student of ready-made examples and opinions which the student cannot absorb 
(always assuming that the film strip is any good) and of which only the most garbled and inaccurate and insufficient 
amount is retained. The use of visual aids means just that: a visual aid to teaching, not a substitute for a proper 
teacher, nor for proper work by the student. Nor should they be a means by which a teacher, inadequately prepared 
by his own qualifications, presumes to do an art historian's job. 

The actual experience of a work of art at first hand is important to a student; it is perfectly clear from candi
dates' answers that they can be fired to new levels of understanding and appreciation by such immediate contacts. 
This is why I feel that wider appreciation of forms of art which do not seem nowadays to make an immediate appeal 
is so vital, and why I am so passionately opposed to their being fobbed off with stereotyped easy-option substitutes 
such as are found in the majority of commercial film strips, or in the limitations of even the best books, and slides 
of work which is not available for first-hand knowledge. Slides, even the best of them, reduce everything from an 
initial in a manuscript to a Barnett Freedman mural to the same dimension and, probably, to an equal distortion in 
colour. There is no substitute for the thing itself, and better a first-hand knowledge of a Gothic parish church than a 
garbled and superficial account of Ronchamp. Above all is it distressing to see that in centres rich in works of art, 
possessing a great cathedral or a wealth of superb architecture from the fifteenth to the eighteenth century, or 
containing a world-famous museum, no advantage whatever has accrued to the student, whose interests have been 
stunted by his myopic concern with a narrow range of experience. 

LINDA MURRAY, FSA. 

FORTHCOMING EXHIBITIONS 
Some dates were provisional at the time of going to press. 
Bristol, Arnolfini Gallery 
23 November - 24 December. Jan Dibbets and Richard Long. 
January - February. Ian Breakwell and Stephen Buckley. 
March - April. Robert Smithson and Norman Stevens. 
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Bristol, City Art Gallery 
16 November - 31 December. Michael Cardew pottery. 
22 January - 19 March. Tantra Art. 
5 March - 2 April. Felicien Rops. 
Cambridge, Fitzwilliam Museum 
16 October - 31 December. Michael Ayrton. 
4 December - 7 January. Stanley Spencer. 
15 February - 20 March. American drawings from Copley to J. S. Sargent. 
Dundee Art Gallery 
to November 28. Arshile Gorky. 
Edinburgh, National Gallery of Scotland 
to December 29. Constable in black and white: mezzotints by Lucas after Constable. 
Edinburgh University, Talbot Rice Art Centre 
David Bryce: the centenary of Scotland's great Victorian architect, 1803 - 1876. 
Glasgow Art Gallery 
to 11 November. Whistler graphic work. 
7 December - 13 January. German Expressionist graphic work. 
Glasgow University, Hunterian Museum 
December. German Expressionism (special lectures December 6 - 8). 
Hull, Ferens Art Gallery 
1 - 30 January. Graphic work of Felix Vallotton (1865 - 1925). 
Kendal, Abbot Hall Art Gallery 
29 January - 26 February. Eduardo Paolozzi. 
Leeds City Art Gallery 
to 30 October. Benjamin Latrobe 1764 - 1820: Revolutionary Architect. 
23 October - 21 November. Stanley Spencer. 
Liverpool, Walker Art Gallery 
13 November - 2 January. American Artists in Europe, 1800 - 1900. 
London, British Museum 
12 November - March. Jewellery through 7000 years. 
December - June. Japanese paintings and prints of the Ganku and Buncho schools. 
21 January - 26 June. Claude Lorraine. 
London, Hayward Gallery 
to 16 January. Sacred Circles: two thousand years of North American Indian Art. 
London, Imperial War Museum 
March. Women at War. 
London, National Gallery 
30 September - 12 December. Art in seventeenth-century Holland. 
27 January - 20 March. Painting in Focus 7: 'Madame Moitessier Seated' by Ingres. 
April . Fifteenth- and sixteenth-century art from Cologne. 
London, National Portrait Gallery 
14 January - 27 March. Zoffany. 
London, Royal Academy 
to 14 November. L. S. Lowry, RA. 
20 November - 27 February. Treasures from Pompei and Herculaneum. 
5 March - 11 April. John Tunnard 1900 - 1971. 
London, Serpentine Gallery 
to 21 November. Prunella Clough and Harry Thubron. 
London, Tate Gallery 
3 November - 12 December. Naum Gabo: maquettes and drawings for constructions. 
3 November - 12 December. Sculpture for the blind and partially sighted. 
London, Victoria and Albert Museum 
November 26 - April 3. 'A Tonic to the Nation': The Festival of Britain. 
Manchester Cathedral 
18 November - 8 December. David Jones. 
Manchester City Art Gallery 
to 14 November. Adolphe Yalette (1876 - 1942). 
20 November - 31 December. The Camera and Dr Barnardo. 
Manchester University, Whitworth Art Gallery 
to 15 December. Landscape in Flemish and Dutch drawings of the seventeenth century from the Musees Royaux 

des Beaux Arts de Belgique. 
26 February - 19 April. Rita Donagh. 
Newcastle upon Tyne University, Hatton Art Gallery 
1-21 December. William Bell Scott. 
Norwich Castle Museum 
to November 14.4A Terrific Thing': British Art 1910 - 16 (with associated lectures). 
Nottingham University Art Gallery 
to 13 November. John Constable and the Suffolk landscape (photographs). 
22 November - 16 December James Boswell (1906 - 1971). 
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Oxford, Ashmolean Museum 
to 28 November. Glyn Philpot RA (1884 - 1937) commemorative exhibition. 
14 December - 27 February 1977. Drawings by J. R. R. Tolkien. 
Oxford, Museum of Modern Art 
to 31 October. David Evison sculpture and Walker Evans photographs. 
February. 'A Terrific Thing': British Art 1910 - 16. 
Plymouth Art Gallery 
5 November - 6 December. Terry Frost. 
10 December - 2 January. Joseph Herman paintings from the Roland collection. 
Sheffield, Graves Art Gallery 
20 November - 12 December. Camden Town recalled (in conjuction with the Fine Art Society, London). 
11 December - 13 January. Constable drawings, watercolours and mezzotints. 
18 December - 9 January. R. B. Kitaj graphics. 
12 March - 2 April. German naive painting. 
Sheffield, Mappin Art Gallery 
to 21 November. Portraits by Roger Fry (in conjunction with the Courtauld Institute Galleries). 
11 December - 9 January. Prints by M. S. Escher. 
12 January - 6 February. Walter Gropius. 
Southampton Art Gallery 
to 14 November. Eduardo Paolozzi. 
December - January. 'A Terrific Thing': British art 1910 - 16. 
York Art Gallery 
26 February - 20 March. German Expressionist Prints. 
Forthcoming exhibitions in Germany: 
Bonn, Rheinisches Landesmuseum, 'Scholars at the Villa Massimo and the Villa Romana' (to November 21). 
Darmstadt, Hessichesiandesmuseum, Kunsthalle and Mathildenhohe, T h e Precursors of Jugendstil 1851-1899' 
(to January). Mannheim, Kunsthalle, 'Alberto Giacometti' (10 December - 8 January). Munich, Haus der Kunst, 
'Kandinsky' (13 November - 16 January). Nuremberg, Kunsthalle, 'Walter Gropius' (10 December - 30 January). 
Stuttgart, Staatsgalerie, 'The Age of Tiepolo' (to January). Wuppertal, Von der Heydt Museum, 'Drawings by 
George Grosz' (to December 19). LECTURES 
Lectures are open to the public, but admission is in some cases by ticket which may need to be acquired in advance. 
Prospective visitors are recommended to contact the organising bodies near to the date of the lecture. 
Bristol University 
University centenary lecture: Dr M. Q. Smith, 'Patrons and art collectors in the Bristol region', 28 October at 5.15. 
Autumn lectures: six lectures on Austrian and German baroque art and architecture by different scholars, Tuesdays 
at 5.15 from 19 October. 
George Hare Leonard lecture: 'Rubens' by Professor Michael Jaffe, 30 November at 5.15. 
Perry lectures: 'Gainsborough' by John Hayes, 8 and 15 February at 5.15. 
Cambridge University 
Slade lectures: Dr John Golding, 'Fauvism and the art of Henri Matisse', four lectures on Tuesdays at 5.00 from 
2 November, and 'The School of New York', six lectures on Tuesdays at 5.00 from January 18. 
Hull University 
Ferens lectures: John Harvey on aspects of English medieval church architecture, 8, 9, 15 and 16 February. 
Leicester University 
'Bellini to Palladio': six lectures by different scholars on Thursdays at 5.15 from 21 October. 
London University, Courtauld Institute 
Tuesdays at 5.30 from 26 October to 14 December: Dr Alan Wilkinson, 'Henry Moore's drawings'; Clive Phillpot, 
'The Body Language of Movement Magazines, 1913 - 1927'; Philip Conisbee, 'Claude-Jospeh Vernet'; Professor 
Nicolas Coldstream, 'The Beginnings of Greek Sculpture'; Professor Rosalie Green, 'Iconography and Delusion'; 
Dr Peter Cannon-Brookes, 'The Sacri Monti of Northern Italy'; Nigel Morgan, 'Some Flemish Contributions 
to English International Gothic Painting'; Stephen Rees-Jones, 'Some new discoveries on Renaissance Terracotta 
technique'. THE RUBENS FOURTH CENTENARY 
The fourth centenary of Rubens's birth in 1577 will be marked by a major exhibition next year at the Musees 
Royaux des Beaux Arts in Antwerp (28 June - 30 September), and one of Rubens's work for the Plantin Press 
at the Plantin House in Antwerp. An exhibition of his oil sketches and drawings will open at the British Museum 
on July 15, and an international symposium there is being planned by Professor Michael Jaffe for October. An 
exhibition concerned with Rubens and Italy will be held at Cologne, and one devoted to Rubens and the print-
makers is being planned for another German museum. Exhibitions in Belgium on related themes will include: 
"Seventeenth century masterpieces from churches and convents in Antwerp" in the church of St. James, Antwerp 
(30 April - 30 September); "Fashion in the era of Rubens" at Het Sterchxhof Museum, Antwerp (25 J u n e -
18 September); and an exhibition of seventeenth century sculpture at Musees Royaux in Brussels (late September -
December). 
STAFF APPOINTMENTS 
Mr Alasdair Auld has been appointed Depute Director, Glasgow Museums and Art Galleries; Dr Paul Hills has 
been appointed lecturer in the history of art, University of Warwick, and Neil MacGregor lecturer in the history of 
art, University of Reading. 
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PUBLICATIONS 
The Handlist of the Permanent Collection of Oil Paintings, Watercolours, Drawings, Prints and Sculpture at Wake

field Art Gallery is available from the Gallery, Wentworth Terrace, Wakefield at lOp + lOp p & p. Modern Houses 
in Britain, 1919 - 1939 by J. H. Gould will be published by the Society of Architectural Historians early in 1977 
(£10); pre-publication price to members £4 and to non-members £6.50, available from John Newman, Courtauld 
Institute, 20 Portman Square, London W1H OBE. 
POLYTECHNIC COURSE 
The new BA (hons) History of Design and the Visual Arts course at the North Staffordshire Polytechnic started 
in September. Special areas of study for second- and third-year students to choose from are: history of ceramics 
and glass, the evolution of graphic design, the architecture of industrial society, history of painting and sculpture, 
film - the development of the moving image. The course has been organised by Flavia Petrie and the staff of the 
Art History and Complementary Studies department in the Faculty of Art and Design. The department has also 
acquired a 200-piece collection of Chinese and other oriental ceramics. 
OFFICERS OF THE ASSOCIATION 
Sir John Pope-Hennessy resigned from the chairmanship in July on account of his forthcoming move to the United 
States; Professor John White was elected to succeed him. Alan Bowness has resigned from the Hon. Secretaryship 
and is succeeded by Dr Charles Avery. Professor Peter Murray has resigned from the Hon. Treasurship and is 
succeeded by Francis Ames-Lewis. Mr Bowness and Professor Murray remain on the Executive Committee of 
the Association. Mrs Melinda Lee is the Association's Assistant Secretary. Enquiries and correspondence (except 
concerning the Bulletin) should be addressed to the Hon. Secretary at the Association's registered address: The 
Victoria and Albert Museum, London SW7. 
THE BULLETIN 
The next issue of the Bulletin will be published early in February; contributions should be sent to the Editor, 
Dr Andrew Causey, Department of Art History, University of Manchester, Manchester M l 3 9PL, by January 7. 
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NEW MEMBERS (since February 1976) 
Adams, Mrs Cynthia Carso, N.I . Polytechnic, Art & Design Centre, York Street, Belfast. Ades, Mrs Dawn, Dept of Art, University of Essex, Colchester. Allardyce, Miss Fiona, Edinburgh University, Fine Arts Dept, 19 George Sq, Edinburgh. Allen, Brian, Witt Library, Courtauld Institute, 20 Portman Sq, London W l . Anley, Miss Juliet, Sculthorpe House, Fakenham, Norfolk. 
Bailey, Colin, Barber Institute of Fine Arts, Birmingham University, Birmingham 15. Baxandall, Michael, Warburg Institute, Woburn Square, London WC1. 
Beard, Geoffrey, Visual Arts Centre, University of Lancaster, Pendle College, Bailrigg, Lancaster LAI 4YU. Billcliffe, Roger, Hunterian Art Gallery, University of Glasgow, Glasgow G12 8QQ. Bronkhurst, Miss Judith, 84 North Road, Highgate, London N6. Brown, Andrew, 1 Upper Bow, High Street, Edinburgh 1. 
Bruce-Lockhart, Miss Sheila, Scottish National Portrait Gallery, Queen St, Edinburgh. Butters, Mrs Suzanne, Dept of History of Art, University of Manchester, Manchester. 
Campbell, Mrs Patsy, Dept of Fine Art, 19 George Sq, Edinburgh. Cann, Nicholas, Harlaxton College, Grantham, Lines. 
Cherry, Ms Deborah, 35 Marine Parade, Eastbourne, Sussex. Conley, Kim, 42 Dewsbury Avenue, Coventry CU3 6LF. 
Cooksey, Mrs Janet, St Andrew's University, Fife. 
Coope, Mrs Rosalys, Poplars, Epperstone, Nottingham NG14 6AE. 
Curtis, Barry, Middlesex Polytechnic, Crouch Hill, London N8 . 
Davies, Bryan, Bulmershe College of Higher Education, Woodlands Avenue, Earley, Reading, Berks RG6 1HY. De Marly, Miss Diana, 12 Cosway Street, London NW1 5NR. D'Offay, Anthony, 9 Dering Street, New Bond Street, London W1. Dukes, Ms Sara, 76 Eyre Place, Edinburgh. 
Errington, Dr Lindsay, National Gallery of Scotland, The Mound, Edinburgh. 
Eversole, Dr Theodore, The Billericay School, School Road, Billericay, Essex. 
Fawkes, Miss Caroline, Dept of Art History, St Martin's School of Art, London WC2. Field, John, Middlesex Polytechnic, Crouch End Hill, London N8 . Freeman, Julian, Ben Uri Art Gallery, 21 Dean Street, London W l V 6NE. Frenkiel, Stanislaw, Institute of Education, University of London, London WC1. 
Goodwin, C.A, National College of Art & Design, Kildare St, Dublin 2. Gordon, Catherine, Teaching Collection, Courtauld Institute, 20 Portman Sq, London W l . 
Grieve, Dr Alastair, University of East Anglia, Norwich. Grossinger, Dr Christa, History of Art Dept, Manchester University, Manchester. Gruetzner, Mrs Anna, 73 Ravenscourt Road, London W6. 
Hammond, Peter, Dept of History of Art and Complementary Studies, Regional College of Art, Anlaby Rd, Hull. 
Havelock-Allan, Mrs Lucy, 18 Coleherne Mews, London SW10. Henry, Mrs Clare, The University Library, Glasgow University, Glasgow G12. 
Hodin, Prof J. P, 12 Eton Avenue, London NW3. 
Hood, Miss Josepha, 54a Pembroke Rd, Clifton, Bristol 8. Humfrey, Peter, 120 Leighton Road, London NW5. 
Irwin, Ms Francina, Dept of History of Art, Kings College, University of Aberdeen. 
Keane, Mrs Ann, Brentwood College of Education, Sawyers Hall Lane, Brentwood, Essex. Kirkpatrick, Miss Anne, 6 Myrtle Cottages, Stoke Canon, Exeter. 
Lamb, Robert, c/o Dept of Art History, CUNY Graduate School, 33 West 42nd Street, New York, N Y 10036, USA. Langdon, Mrs Helen, Central School of Art & Design, Southampton Row, London WC1. Latham, Mrs Glenys, Leigh College, Leigh. 
Lee Kwok Fai, Art & Design Dept, Grantham College of Education, 42 Gascoigne Rd, Kowloon, Hong Kong. 
Lester, Miss Gay, Institute of Education, University of London, London WC1. Lewis, Adrian, Education Service, Walker Art Gallery, William Brown St, Liverpool. Lockett, R. B, The Barber Institute, University of Birmingham, Bl 5 2TS. 
McAdam, John, Dept of Art History, St Martin's School of Art, Charing Cross Rd, London WC2. McClure, Ian, Glasgow Art Gallery, Kelvingrove, Glasgow G3 8AG. McCormick, Paul, Holywell Manor, Manor Road, Oxford. 
McKenzie, Raymond, Glasgow School of Art, 167 Renfrew Street, Glasgow G3 GRQ. Maddison, John, Dept of Architecture, University of Manchester. 
Madge, Ms Pauline, Dept of History of Art, Newcastle upon Tyne Polytechnic, Squire's Building, Newcastle uponTyne. 
Medlyn, Ms Sally Ann, 6 Chiserley Fieldside, Hebden Bridge, West Yorkshire. Milner, Mrs Lesley, Adult Education Dept, University of Newcastle upon Tyne. 
Moray, Ms Gerta, 2 Westerton Drive, Bridge of Allan, Stirling FK9 4AX. Morgan, Stuart, Dept of Art History & Theory, Brighton Polytechnic, Brighton, Sussex. Morley, John, The Royal Pavilion, Art Gallery and Museums, Brighton. 
Morris, Ms Jane, Institute of Education, University of London, London WC1. 
Nunn, Ms Pamela, 70 Cornwall Gardens, London SW7. 
O'Brien, David, North Staffs Polytechnic, College Road, Stoke, Staffs. 
Oddie, Ms Jean, c/o School of History of Art, Birmingham Polytechnic, 63 Summer Row, Birmingham B3 1LA. 
Pilkington, Hugh, The Art Book Company, 18 Endell Street, Covent Garden, London WC2. 
Poole, Miss Julia, Education Dept, Royal Scottish Museum, Chambers St, Edinburgh. EH1 1JF 
Pugh, Simon, Dept of Art History & Complementary Studies, St Martin's School of Art, Charing Cross Road, London WC2. 
Roy, Iain, Faculty of Art and Design, Brighton Polytechnic, Grand Parade, Brighton. 
SchlenofT, Ms Althea, Extra Mural Dept, University of London, London WC1. 
Schoonraad, Murray, Dept of History of Art and Fine Arts, University of Pretoria, Pretoria 0002, Republic of South Africa. Smith, Miss Susan, 10 Betoyne Avenue, Highams Park, London E4. Spencer, Dr Isobel, Scottish Arts Council, 19 Charlotte Square, Edinburgh EH2 4DF. Stalker, Geoffrey, Atherstone School, Witherley Road, Atherstone, Warwicks. Stevenson, Alan, School of Related Studies, Faculty of Art & Design, Bristol Polytechnic, Clanage Rd, Bower Ashton, Bristol. Stirton, Paul, 11 Patriothall, Edinburgh, EH3 5AY. Strong, Dr Roy, Victoria & Albert Museum, South Kensington, London SW7. 
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Thompson, Colin, National Gallery of Scotland, The Mound, Edinburgh EH2 2EL. Thomson, Dr Duncan, Scottish National Portrait Gallery, 1 Queen Street, Edinburgh. Tickner, Dr Lisa, Middlesex Polytechnic, Crouch End Hill, London N8 . Tunnicliffe, John, 46 Victoria Road, Coleford, Gloucestershire. Trigg, Paul, 27 Lime Grove, New Maiden, Surrey. 
Turner, Stephen, North East Surrey College of Technology, Reigate Rd, Ewell, Surrey. 
Usherwood, Paul, Dept of Art History, Newcastle upon Tyne Polytechnic, Squire's Building, Newcastle upon Tyne. 
Warner, Malcolm, 110 Carysfort Road, London N16. 
Webb, Peter, Dept of Art History, Middlesex Polytechnic, Crouch End Hill, London N8 . Weight, Ms Angela, Aberdeen Gallery & Museums, Schoolhill, Aberdeen AB9 1FQ. Whitehouse, Miss Helen, Royal Scottish Museum, Chambers St, Edinburgh E H L 1JF. Williams, Andrew, 8 Keir Street, Edinburgh EH3 9EU. Williams, Miss Ann, King's College, Aberdeen AB9 2UB. Woodeson, John, Flat 6, 59 Drayton Gardens, London SW10. 
Yetton, Christopher, Chelsea School of Art, Manresa Road, London SW3. 
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